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SUMMARY
A method for automatic numerical generation of a general curvilinear
coordinate system with coordinate lines coincident with all boundaries of
a general multi-connected, two-dimensional region containing any number of
arbitrarily shaped bodies is presented. No restrictions are placed on the
shape of the boundaries, which may even be time-dependent, and the approach
is not restricted in principle to two dimensions. With this procedure the
numerical solution of a partial differential system may be done on a fixed
rectangular field with a square mesh with no interpolation required regard-
less of the shape of the physical boundaries, regardless of the spacing of
the curvilinear coordinate lines in the physical field, and regardless of
the movement of the coordinate system in the physical plane. A number of
examples of coordinate systems and application thereof to the solution of
partial differential equations are given. The FORTRAN computer program and
instructions for use are included.
I. INTRODUCTION
There arises in all fields concerned with the numerical solution of
partial differential equations the need for accurate numerical representa-
tion of boundary conditions. Such representation is best accomplished when
the boundary is such that it is coincident with some coordinate line, for
then the boundary can be made to pass through the points of a finite dif-
ference grid constructed on the coordinate lines; hence the choice of
cylindrical coordinates for circular boundaries, elliptic coordinates for
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elliptical boundaries, etc. Finite difference expressions at, and adjacent
to, the boundary may then be applied using only grid points on the inter-
sections of coordinate lines, without the need for any interpolation between
points of the grid.
The avoidance of interpolation is particularly important for boundaries
with strong curvature or slope discontinuities, both of which are common in
physical applications. Likewise, interpolation between grid points not
coincident with _he boundaries is particularly inaccurate with differential
systems that produce large gradients in the vicinity of the boundaries, and
the character of the solution may be significantly altered in such cases.
In most partial differential systems the boundary conditions are the dominant
influence on the character of the solution, and the use of grid points not
coincident with the boundaries thus places the most inaccurate difference
representation in precisely the region of greatest sensitivity. The genera-
tion of a curvilinear coordinate system with coordinate lines coincident with
all boundaries (herein called a "boundary-fitted coordinate system" for pur-
poses of identification) is thus an essential part of a general numerical solu-
tion of a partial differential system.
A general method of generating boundary-fitted coordinate systems is to
let the curvilinear coordinates be solutions of an elliptic partial differen-
tial system in the physical plane, with Dirichlet boundary conditions on all
boundaries. One coordinate is specified to be constant on each of the bound-
aries, and a monotonic variation of the other coordinate around each boundary
is specified. Thus, there is a coordinate line coincident with each boundary.
The procedure is not restricted to two dimensions, allows the coordinate lines
to be concentrated as desired, and is applicable to all multi-connected regions
(and thus to fields containing any number of arbitrarily shaped bodies).
The coordinate system so generated is not necessarily orthogonal, but
orthogonality is not required, and its lack only requires that the partial
differential system to be solved on the coordinate system when generated
must be transformed directly through implicit partial differentiation rather
than by use of the scale factors and differential operators developed for
orthogonal curvilinear systems. An orthogonal system cannot be achieved
with aribtrary spacing of the coordinate lines, and the capability for such
concentration of coordinate lines is of more importance than orthogonality.
This general idea has been applied previously to two-dimensional regions
interior to a closed boundary (simply-connected regions) by Winslow [i],
Barfield [2], Chu [3], Amsden and Hirt [4], and Godunov and Prokopov [5].
Winslow [i] and Chu [3] took the transformed coordinates to be solutions of
Laplace's equation in the physical plane which, as is shown in the next sec-
tion, makes the physical cartesian coordinates solutions of a quasi-linear
elliptic system in the transformed plane. Barfield [2] and Amsden and Hirt
[4] reversed the procedure, taking the physical coordinates to be solutions in
the transformed plane of a linear elliptic system which consists of Laplace's
equation modified by a multiplicative constant on one term. This makes the
transformed coordinates solutions of a quasi-linear elliptic system in the
physical plane. Barfield also considered a hyperbolic system, but such a
system cannot be used to treat general closed boundaries, since only elliptic
systems allow specification of boundary conditions on the entirety of closed
boundaries. Stadius [6] also used a hyperbolic system to generate a coordinate
system for a doubly-connected region having parallel inner and outer boundaries.
With parallel boundaries it is only necessary to specify conditions on one of
the boundaries, the location of the other boundary being free. The elliptic
system, however, allows all boundaries to be specified as desired and thus has
much greater flexibility.
Amsden and Hirt [4] constructed the coordinate generation method by
iterative weighted averaging of the values of the physical coordinates at
fixed points in the transformed plane in terms of values at neighboring
points. Although not stated as such, this procedure is precisely equivalent
to solving Laplace's equation, or modification thereof of the form noted above
in Barfield [2], for the physical coordinates in the transformed plane by
Gauss-Seidel iteration. Amsden and Hirt also allowed the boundary to move at
each iteration, but this is simply equivalent to approaching the solution of
the boundary-value problem through a succession of boundary-value problems
converging to the problem of interest. In the approach of Godunov and Proko-
pov [5] the elliptic system is quasi-linear in both the physical and transformed
planes. These authors applied a second transformation to that used by Chu [3],
the transformation functions of this latter transformation being chosen a
priori to control the coordinate spacing. Though not stated as such, the over-
all transformation may be shown to be generated by taking the transformed coor-
dinates to be solutions in the physical plane of Laplace's equation modified
by the addition of a multiple of the square of the Jacobian, the multiplicative
factors being a priori chosen functions of the physical coordinates.
Meyder [7] generated an orthogonal curvilinear system by solving for the
potential and "force" lines in a simply-connected region and taking these as
the coordinate lines. This amounts to makin_ the curvilinear coordinates
5solutions of Laplace equations in the physical plane with Dirichlet boundary
conditions (constant) on part of the boundary and Neumann boundary conditions
(vanishing normal derivative) on the remainder. The solution for the coordinates
was done, however, in the physical plane on a rectangular grid using interpola-
tion at the curved boundaries, rather than in the transformed plane.
Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates for multi-connected regions, including
regions with two bodies, have been generated by Ives [8] using conformal mapping.
Conformal mapping is a special case of the generation of coordinate systems
by solving an elliptic boundary value problem, but is not extendable to
three dimensions and is less flexible in the spacing of the coordinate lines.
There have also been a number of transformations developed directly for
special purposes without solving a partial differential system. One such
approach is that of Gal-Chen and Somerville [9] for the treatment of an
irregular boundary, such as mountaneous terrain, in a simply-connected region.
In the present research, the technique of generating the transformed coor-
dinates as solutions of an elliptic differential system in the physical plane
has been applied to multi-connected regions with any number of arbitrarily
shaped bodies (or holes). The elliptic equations for tile coordinates are
solved in finite difference approximation by SOR iteration. Procedures for
controlling the coordinate system so that coordinate lines can be concentrated
as desired have been developed. Present effort is confined to two dimensions
in the interest of computer economy, but the technique is extendable in
principle to three dimensions. The procedure is also applicable
6to fields with time-dependent boundaries, one coordinate line remaining
fixed to the moving boundary. Here the equations for the coordinates must be
re-solved at each time step. The computational grid remains fixed in spite
of the movementof the physical grid.
Any partial differential system can be solved on the boundary-fitted
coordinate system by transforming the set of partial differential equations
of interest, and associated boundary conditions, to the curvilinear system.
(It is shownin Appendix B that the equations do not change type, i.e.,
elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic, under the transformation.) Since the bound-
ary-fitted coordinate system has coordinate lines coincident with the surface
contours of all bodies present, all boundary conditions can be expressed at
grid points, and normal derivatives on the bodies can be represented using
only finite differences between grid points on coordinate lines, without
need of any interpolatio_ even though the coordinate system is not orthogo-
nal at the boundary. The transformed equations can then be approximated
using finite difference expressions and solved numerically in the transformed
plane. Thus, regardless of the shape of the physical boundaries, and regard-
less of the spacing of the finite grid in the physical field, all computa-
tions, both to generate the coordinate system an4 subsequently, to solve the
partial differential system of interest can be done on a rectangular field
with a square meshwith no interpolation required on the boundaries. More-
over, the physical boundaries mayeven be time-dependent without affecting
the grid in the transformed region.
The computer software utilized to generate the boundary-fitted coordi-
nate system is independent of the set of partial differential equations to
be solved on this system. For example, numerical solutions for inviscid
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and viscous fluid flows have been obtained using this system (Ref. 10-14).
The partial differential equations governing these phenomenadiffer drasti-
cally. However, for a given body geometry, the sameboundary-fitted system
generation program was used in both solutions. Another major advantage of
using boundary-fitted coordinates is that the computer software generated to
approximate the solution of a given set of partial differential equations is
completely independent of the physical geometry of the problem. The coordi-
nate systems for the wide variety of bodies included in this report, for
example, were all developed utilizing the samecomputer program. Finally,
it is shown in Appendix C that physical integral conservation relations need
not be lost in the transformed plane.
This report presents a detailed development of the method for generation
of boundary-fitted coordinate systems for general, multi-connected, two-
dimensional regions. The basic doubly-connected region transformation is
discussed in Section II in somedetail. Extensions of the basic transforma-
tion to multi-connected regions, contracted coordinate systems, and time-
dependent systems are also discussed. The numerical techniques used to
implement the method and a numberof specific examples are presented in the
Sections III and IV. Examplesof application to the solution of partial
differential equations are given in Section V. Finally, instructions for
use and a listing of the FORTRANprogram are given in Section VI. Various
derivative relations used in the transformation of partial differential systems
and program parameters used in the examples included are given in Appendix A.
II. MATHEMATICALDEVELOPMENT
Preliminaries
The general transformation from the physical plane [x,y] to the trans-
formed plane [_,n] is given by the vector-valued function
8(x,y)J
(1)





where the subscripts denote partial differentiation in the usual mannez.
The inverse function or transformation of (i) is, if it exists,
(3)
The Jacobian matrix of (3) will be denoted by J2 and is given by
(_)
The Jaeobian determinant, or Jacobian as it is normally called, is
then
j = det[J2] = x_y n - xqy$ (5)
The Jacobian matrices, (2) and (4), are related by
J1 = [J2 ]'I (6)
which implies the relations
_x = Yq/J' Ey = -xn/J' qx = -Y_/J' ny = x_/J (7a,b,c,d)
Partial derivatives are transformed as follows:
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f = a(f,y) / _ (YT]f_ - Y_fn)
x a(_,n) a($,n) = a (8)
f = _ / a(x,y) (-xT]f$ + x_fT])
y _ (_,T]) a (_, T]) = J (9)
where f is some sufficiently differentiable function of x and y. Higher
derivatives are obtained by repeated application of (8) and (9). A com-
prehensive set of transformed derivatives, operators, unit vectors, and
other useful relations is given in Appendix A.
Sufficient conditions for the transformation described above to exist
are given by the inverse function theorem (Ref. 15). In particular, if
the component functions of (i) are continuously differentiable at a point,
say (Xo, yo) , and the Jacobian matrix (2) is nonsingular at (Xo, yo) then
there exists a disk N about (x yo ) such that the inverse function (3)o o'
exists and (6) holds for all [x,y] in N . It is readily apparent that the
o
theorem guarantees existence only in a local fashion. For this reason com-
ponent functions of (i) which possess even more desirable properties than
those required by the inverse function theorem are sought.
Since the basic idea of the present transformation is to let the com-
ponent functions of (I) be solutions of an elliptic Dirichlet boundary value
problem, an obvious choice is to require that _(x,y) and n(x,y) be either
harmonic, subharmonic, or superharmonic. Harmonic functions have continuous
derivatives of all orders. Moreover, harmonic functions obey a maximum
principle,which states that the maximum and minimum values of the function
must occur on the boundaries of the region D. Thus, since no extrema occur
within D, the first derivatives of the function will not simultaneously
l0
vanishes in D, and hence the Jacobian J will not be zero due to the presence
of an extremum. (Note that this merely removes one condition which may cause
the Jacobian to vanish.) Further, the maximumprinciple guarantees uniqueness
of the coordinate functions _(x,y) and n(x,y), (Ref. 16), and thus ensures
that no overlapping of the boundaries will occur. Subharmonicand superhar-
monic functions are also continuously differentiable and obey a maximum
principle. (The maximumprinciple is not as strong for these functions as
it is for harmonic functions.) A more general discussion of the mathematical
properties of the transformation is given in [17].
Doubly-Connected Region
Consider the transformation of a two-dimensional, doubly-connected
region D boundedby two simple, closed, arbitrary contours onto a rectangular
region D* as shownin Figure i. (The basic transformation is discussed here
assuming that the body contour and outer boundary are transformed, respec-
tively, to the constant H-lines forming the bottom and top sides of the
transformed region. The more general case of segmentedbody contours trans-
forming to any side of the transformed region follows analogously and is
discussed in later sections. The computer program allows the body contour(s)
and outer boundary to be segmentedand placed around the sides of the trans-
formed plane in any mannerdesired.) Let FI maponto FI*, F2 maponto F2*,
F3 onto F3*, and F4 onto F4*" For identification purposes region D will be
referred to as the physical plane, D* as the transformed plane, and _ as the
body contour. Note that the transformed boundaries (FI* and F2*) are madecon-
stant coordinate lines (_-lines) in the transformed plane. The contours F3
and F4 which connect the contours FI and F2 are coincident in the physical
ii
plane and thus constitute re-entrant boundaries in the transformed plane.
In view of the closing remarks of the previous sectio_ consider taking
Laplace's equation as the generating elliptic system. That is, let _(x,y)
and n(x,y) be harmonic in D. Then
+ = 0 (10a)Sxx _yy
+ = 0 (10b)qxx qyy
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions
r! B 1
[x,y] e rI (10e)
_2(x,Y)
n 2
, [x,y] e r 2 (lOd)
where ql and q 2 are different constants (n2 > nl),and _l(x,y) and _2(x,y)
are specified monotonic functions on Pl and P2' respectively, varying over
the same range. The arbitrary curve joining F1 and P2 in the physical
plane, which transforms to the right and left sides of the transformed plane,
specifies a branch cut for the multiple-valued function $(x,y). Thus, the
values of the physical coordinate functions x(_,n) and Y(_,n) are the sale on
F3 as on P4' and these functions and their derivatives are continuous from F3
to F4. Therefore, boundary conditions are neither required nor allowed on
P3 and P4" (A graphic analog to the above ideas can be found in most com-
plex variable texts where Riemann surfaces are discussed. For example, see
Levinson and Redheffer, Ref. 16.).
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Since it is desired to perform all numerical computations in the uni-
form rectangular transformed plane, the dependent and independent variables





a - x 2 + yn2
n
B -=xEx n + YEYn
_, - x 2 + y 2











The functions fl(_,nl), f2(_,nl ), gl(_,n2 ), and g2(_,n2) are specified by
the known shape of the contours F1 and F2 and the specified distribution of
thereon. As noted, boundary data are neither required nor allowed along
the re-entrant boundaries F3* and F4*.
The system given by the equations of (ii) is a quasi-linear elliptic
system for the physical coordinate functions, x(_,n) and _,n), in the
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transformed plane. Although this system is considerably more complex than
that given by (i0), the boundary conditions (llf,g) are specified on straight
boundarie_ and the coordinate spaclng in the transformed plane is uniform.
The boundary-fitted coordinate system generated by the solution to (ii) has
a constant H-line coincident with each boundary in the physical plane. The
_=constant lines maybe spaced as desired around the boundaries since the
assignment of the _-values to the Ix,y] boundary points via the functions fl'
f2' gl' and g2 in (llf,g) is arbitrary. (Numerically the discrete boundary
values [xk,Yk] are transformed to equi-spaced discrete _k-points on both
boundaries.) Control of the radial spacing of the q=constant lines and of
the incidence angle of the _=constant lines at the boundaries is accomplished
by varying the generating elliptic system (i.e., the system of which _(x,y)
and q(x,y) are solutions) as will be demonstrated in Section IV. As illus-
trated in Figure i, the left and right boundaries of the transformed plane
are re-entrant boundaries, which implies that both solutions, x(_,q) and
y(_,_), are required to be periodic in the region {[_,n]I - _ < _ < _,
nI _<n _< n2}.
Multiply-Connected Region
The basic ideas and procedures introduced in the preceding section
can be extended to regions containing more than one body--that is, to general
multi-connected or multi-body regions. One transformation for two bodies is
illustrated in Figure 2. The bodies are connected with one arbitrary cut,
with an additional cut joining one of the body contours to the outer boundary.
The physical plane contours F1 - F8 map respectively onto the contours FI* -
FS* in the transformed plane. Note that the body defined by the union of
F7 and r 8 is split into two segments (F7* and F8*) , as is the cut joining
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this body and the one defined by contour FI. The n-coordinate is the same
for both of the bodies and cut between them. Conversely, the cut defined by
F3 and F4 in the physical plane is taken as a _=constant line in the trans-
formed plane as before for the single body case. The outer boundary contour
F2 mapsonto the upper boundary in the [_,n] plane, becoming a constant
H-line in the manner of the one-body transformation. In contrast to the one-
body transformatio$ two re-entrant boundaries occur for this two-body trans-
formation. The left and right vertical boundaries (F4*, F3*) appear as
before. In addition a horizontal re-entrant segmentdue to the coincidence
of F5 and F6 in the physical plane arises. The coordinate functions and the
derivatives thereof are thus continuous across these re-entrant boundaries.
The boundary-fitted coordinates for the multi-body transformations are





[$,_i ] c F7* (llh)
= , [$,nI] c F8*
2(_,Ul)]
(lli)
to define the additional body. Note that boundary conditions cannot be
specified along the re-entrant boundaries defined by F3*, F4* , F5* , and
F6*. As with the basic transformation all numerical computations both to
generate the system and subsequently to utilize the coordinates for
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solving a set of partial differential equations,are executed on a rectangular
field with a uniform grid.
Simply-Connected Region
For a simply-connected region there are no bodies in the field and hence,
no cuts inthe physical plane and no re-entrant boundaries in the transformed
plane. The single continuous boundary surrounding the physical field trans-
forms to the entire rectangular boundary of the transformed field. The
manner in which the physical boundary is split into four segments for place-
ment on the four sides of the rectangular boundary in the transformed plane
is a matter of choice.
Coordinate SystemControl
Control of the spacing of the coordinate lines on the body is easily
accomplishe_ since the points on the body are input to the program. The
spacing of the coordinate lines in the field, however, must be controlled by
varying the elliptic generating system for the coordinates. Onemethod of
variation is to modify the Laplace equations (i0) by adding inhomogeneous
terms to the right sides so that the generating system becomes
Exx + Eyy = P(E,n) ' _xx + nyy = Q(_,n) (12)
In the transformed plane these equations become
+ + J2(pxE + Qxn) = 0- 2_x_ yxn_




The effect of changing the functions P(_,n) and Q(_,n) on the coordinate
system can be seen by examining the system (12). If P _ Q _ 0, the system
reduces to the pair of Laplace equations used as the original generating
system, i.e., Eq. (i0). Let _', n' be the solutions of (i0) with boundary
values on D. Let _", n" be the solutions to system (12) with the same
boundary values and with positive functions P aLidQ on the right hand side
of the equations. Now_" and _" are subharmonic on D. Thus for any constant
k, the _" = k coordinate line would be closer to _" = Smaxthan would the 6' = k
line. The samerelation holds for the n" = k and n' = k coordinate lines.
Nowif all or part of the curve 6' = _ is a branch cut in D, this branchmax
cut will movein the direction of increasing _ to meet the curve 6" = max
if the right side of the system (12) is increased from 0 to a positive
function P. An analogous discussion can be madeon the effect of negative
functions P and Q on the generated curvilinear coordinate system.
Even though a change in P or Q in a subregion of D would change the
coordinate lines throughout the entire region, the effect would certainly be
more pronounced in the subregion. Also, the greater the change in P and Q,
the greater the movementof the coordinate lines. By varying the sign and
magnitude of P(_,n) and Q(E,n) for different values of _ and n, considerable
control can be exerted over the coordinate line spacing as will be seen from
the examples that follow in Section IV.
Oneparticularly effective procedure is to choose P and Q as exponential
terms so that the coordinates are generated as the solutions of
n$xx + _yy = - Z
i=l




j=l b.3 sgn(_ - _j)exp(-dj/(_ - _j )2 + (n - njYr-)
- P(_, n) (14a)
n
nxx + nyy i=l a.1 sgn(q - qi)exp(-ciJq - qil)
m
Z
j=l b.3 sgn(rl - qj)exp (-dj,/(_ -- _j)2 + (19 - rl.)2j )
Q(_, n) (14b)
where the positive amplitudes and decay factors are not necessarily the same
in the two equations. Here the first terms have the effect of attracting
the $ = constant lines to the $ = _i lines in Equation (14a),and attracting
n = constant lines to the q = qi lines in Equation (14b). The second terms
cause _ = constant lines to be attracted to the points (_j,qj) in (14a),
with similar effect on q = constant lines in (14b). No computational dif-
ficulties have been encountered because of the discontinuities in P and Q
caused by the sgn function, which is defined by setting sgn(x) to be i, 0,
or -i depending on whether x is positive, zero, or negative. Should pro-
blems arise in later applications, this function can be replaced by
2
Arctan(nx), where n is a large positive integer. The sgn function was
chosen to give the maximum control. Several examples of the use of coordinate
system control are given in Section IV.
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With the inclusion of the sgn function (or the arctan function) the
equations (14a & b) for the curvilinear coordinates are no longer subharmonic
or superharmonic, since the sgn function causes a sign change on the right
side when the attraction is to lines or points not on the boundaries. It is
possible, therefore, that too strong an attraction amplitude may cause the
system to overlap and therefore be unusable. Manysuccessful systems (all
those included in the examples given herein) have been generated, however,
using the above equations.
The use of the sign-changing sgn function is only necessary to cause
attraction to both sides of a line or point in the field. Elimination of this
function causes attraction on one side and repulsion on the other. If it is
only desired to concentrate coordinate lines near one boundary, such as the
body surface, then there is no need for the sign chang_ and the sgn function
can be eliminated. In this case the equations are subharmonic or superharmonic,
and a maximumprinciple is in effect to prevent overlap. Such a choice is
provided for in the computer program.
The subject of coordinate system control is still very muchunder investi-
gation, and other control functions are being evaluated. It is anticipated
that new coordinate control packageswill be madeavailable for inclusion in
the code whenwarranted. Of particular interest is the capability to cause a
specified numberof lines to fall within a certain physical region, such as
a boundary layer. Another area of further investigation is the coupling of
the coordinate equations with the partial differential system to be solved




If the coordinate system changeswith time then the grid points move
in the physical plane. Ordinarily such movementof the physical grid
points would require interpolation amongthe grid points to produce values
of the dependent variables at the new locations of the grid points. With
the present method of coordinate system generation, however, it is possible
to perform all computation on the fixed rectangular grid in the transformed
plane without any interpolation no matter how the grid points move in the
physical plane as time progresses. This occurs as follows:
Recall that the coordinate system is generated as the solution
of someelliptic system with the values of the transformed coordinates
[_,_] specified on the boundaries in the physical plane, one of these
coordinates being specified to be constant on the boundaries and the other
being distributed as desired along the boundaries in order, perhaps, to
concentrate grid points in certain regions. The transformed coordinates
define a rectangular plane, the extent of which is determined by the range
of the values of E and n. Nowif the sameboundary values of _ and q are
redistributed in the physical plane, perhaps because the boundaries in the
physical plane have actually movedor maybejust to change the concentration
of grid points around the boundaries, and the elliptic system is re-solved for
the transformed coordinates with these new boundary conditions, new trans-
formation functions can be produced with still the samerange of values in
and n (provided the elliptic system used exhibits a maximumprinciple) and
hence to the samerectangular field in the transformed plane. The grid
points in the rectangular transformed plane thus remain stationary, and the
effect of the movementof the. coordinate system in the physical plane is just
to change the values of the physical coordinates [x,y] at the fixed grid
points in the rectangular transformed plane.
2O
Thus, although the position of a grid point changes on the physical
plane, its position in the transformed plane is fixed. The time
derivative transforms to the transformed plane as shownbelow:
3f _(x,y_f) / $(x,y,t)
(_-t) = _ (_,n,t) _ (_,n,t)
x,y
= ft - xt(f_Y_ - fqY_)/J
+ yt(f_x n - f x_)/J
(15)
Here all derivatives are expressed in the transformed plane, so that the
interpolation that would be necessary to supply values at grid points in
the physical plane that have moved is not required in the transformed plane.
(Note that in the transformed expression for the time derivative, all
derivatives are taken at the fixed grid points in the transformed plane.
The movement of the grid in the physical plane is reflected only through
the rates of change of x and y at the fixed grid points in the transformed
plane.)
The problem of solving N partial differential equations of any type in
a physical region with time dependent boundaries has been replaced by a new
problem consisting of N + 2 equations with fixed boundaries. The two
additional equations are, of course, those governing the transformation
(either (i0) or (12)). Thus, it is possible to construct numerical solutions
to physical problems with time dependent boundaries in a fixed rectangular
plane with a fixed square mesh with no interpolation required. Again the
above statements imply the independence of computer software from physical
geometry. Problems involving moving blast fronts, shocks, free surfaces,
and any other time-varying boundaries c_n be attacked successfully with these
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procedures. (Someapplication to free surface flow is illustrated in Ref. 26.)
In addition this method allows time-dependent concentration of grid points as
desired in the physical plane.
The use of time-dependent coordinate systems requires that the difference
equations for the curvilinear coordinates be resolved at each time step,
of course. The coordinate values at the previous time step can serve as




The discussion here assumesthe body contour and outer boundary trans-
form, respectively, to the n-lines forming the lower and upper sides of the
rectangular transformed plane as discussed in Section II. More general seg-
mentation of the body contour(s) and the outer boundary, and placement as
desired around the boundary of the transformed field, are provided for in the
computer program.
The finite difference grid for the single-body problem is illustrated
in Figure 3a. Circles denote the points at which the difference approxi-
mation to (lla,b) or (13a,b), are applied, while the triangles denote boundary
points. The left and right vertical boundaries are coincident in the physical
plane, and the values of x and y are thus equal along these lines. Such lines
are designated re-entrant boundaries as indicated before. If the number of
= constant lines is designated IMAXand the numberof n-lines by JMAX, the
computational field size is (JMAX-2)(IMAX-I). Boundary values are specified
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on j=l and j=JMAXfor all I _ i j IMAX. The j=l line corresponds to
the contour F1 (the body contour) in the physical plane while j=JMAXis
associated with the remote boundary contour F2. Second-order central dif-
ference expressions (see Appendix D) are used to approximate all derivatives
in the transformed equations. The resulting equations are, for (lla,b),
+ Xi+l, j) - 8'i,j (x_n)i,j/2I
xl,j " [_i,j(Xi_l,j
+ T' + -1)]/[2(aii,j(xi,J+l xi,j ,J
!
+ Ti, j) ] (16a)
+ Yi+l,j) - $' ' ./2i,j (Y_n)i,3
Yi,J " [_i,J(Yi-l,J
+ T'i,j(Yi,J+l + Yi,J-l)]/[2(sl,J + Ti,j' )] (16b)
where _'i,j' B'.l,],7i,j. ' (x_)i,j, and (Y_)i,j are the difference ap-
proximations for e, 8, 7, and the cross derivatives respectively. These
expressions are developed in Appendix D. The re-entrant boundaries
occurring at i=l and i=IMAX are dealt with as follows. Since the values
of x and y are equal along these lines, iteration is necessary along only
one of them. Choosing i=l for convenience, the _-derivatives along this
line are approximated as exhibited below:
(x_)i, j = (x2, j - XIMAX_I,j)/2
(17a)
(x ) = x 2 - 2x I +
_ i,J ,j ,j XlMAX-I,J
(17b)
(17c)
(xEn)i, j -- (x2,j+ 1 - xz,j_ I + XlMAX_I,j- 1 - XIMAX_I,j+I)/4
for 2 _ j j JMAX-I. Similar expressions are used for the derivatives of
y. The set of non-linear simultaneous difference equations produced by
(16a,b) is solved by point SORiteration.
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Multiple-Body Fields
A sample mesh for a two-body transformation is shownin Figure 3b.
As before, circles denote computational nodes and triangles the boundary
points. Values defining the outer boundary contour F2 (see Figure 2) are
required for 1 _ i _ IMAXalong the j-JMAX line. Boundary values specifying
the shape of the body contours FI, F7, and F8 in the physical plane are
required in segmentsalong the j=l line as follows:
rl: I2 <_i ! I3
F7: 1 2 1 2 Ii
]"8: I4 <__i < IMAX
The above requirements may be more clearly seen by comparing Figures 2 and
3b. The difference equations (16a,b) and the vertical re-entrant boundary
relations (17a,b,c) are also valid for multi-body transformations. The
primary difference in the two transformations results from the existence,
in the multi-body case, of the horizontal re-entrant boundaries along j=l.
The equivalence of x and y values along these segments is demonstrated in
Figure 3b. Again it is only required to calculate values along one re-
entrant segment. Choosing the leftmost (II < i < I2), the n-derivatives
are calculated using special procedures which are illustrated by the
expressions below for the point marked with an_ (i,j = II + i,i) in
Figure 3b:
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(Xn)ll+l,l -_ (Xll÷l,2 - xi4 - 1,2)/2
(xnn)ii+l,l = Xll+l,2 - 2Xll+l,l + x14_l, 2
(18a)
(18b)
-_ _ + Xll+2, 2 _ Xli,2)/4 (18c)(x{n) II+i, i (x14,2 x14- 2,2
Note the existence of the horizontal re-entrant boundaries increases the
size of the computational field somewhat. In the two-body example given
the numberof additional equations to be solved is I2 - (Ii+l).
Multiple-Body Segment Arrangements
In the case of a single body it is logical to keep the body contour in
one segment, with a single cut connecting the single segment to the outer
boundary. This type of arrangement is illustrated in Figure 4a. (Figure 4b
showsan alternate single body arrangement. In these and all subsequent
figures the dotted lines on the segment arrangement diagrams identify the
two membersof a re-entrant pair.) In the case of multiple bodies there is
a wider choice of reasonable arrangements, someof which may be better than
others for certain applications. The boundaries in the physical plane may
be split into as manysegmentsas desired, and these segmentsmaybe arranged
around the rectangular boundary of the transformed plane in any way desired.
These segments are all connected by branch cuts in the physical plane and by
re-entrant boundaries in the transformed plane. Several of these arrangements
are illustrated in Figures 5-13. Illustrative values of the segment input
parameters are given in Table 1 for each of these arrangements, and input
instructions are given in Section VI.
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In the arrangement of Figure 5, an n-llne encircles both bodies and
forms a cut between the bodies, the cut to the outer boundary being a G-llne.
The outer boundary is also a llne of constant n but at a different value.
Here one body is split into two segments, while the other body and the outer
boundary are each in single segments. Figure 6 shows an arrangement in
which each body is in a single segment, each body being a _-line of different
value. Here there is no cut between the bodies, but rather an n-line cut
between each body and the outer boundary, which is split into two segments,
each being an n-line of different value. (This produces a system similar
to a bi-polar coordinate system.) In Figure 7 each body is also in a single
segmentwith the outer boundary split into two segments, but here an
n-line encircles each body and forms the cut between that body and the outer
boundary. In Figure 8 one body is a single segment encircled by an n-llne
which forms a cut to the other body. The other body is split into two seg-
ments, each being a G-llne of different value, with each segment connected to
the outer boundary by a G-llne. The outer boundary is in a single segment
and is an n-line. Other arrangements are shownin Figures 9-13. All
these arrangements are shownwithout coordinate line attraction, and, conse-
quently, manyof the resulting systems exhibit wide spacing in concave areas.
This spacing can be improved by coordinate attraction as illustrated in the
examplesof Section IV. The results of the use of several of these multiple-
body segment arrangements are given for two-body potential flow in Section V.
Coordinate system control was used effectively in that case to improve the
spacing in the concave region. These concave regions occur when he cut and
body are on the samecoordinate line.
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Initial Guess
Since the difference equations are nonlinear, the initial guess must be
within a certain neighborhood of the solution if the iterative solution is to
converge. With somesegmentarrangements a logical choice of an initial
guess is difficult to perceive. Therefore several different types of initial
guesses have been inserted in the program, with the choice to be madeby the
user as guided by past experience. The rationale for someof these guesses
is more intuitive than analytical. The choices available are detailed below.
(In each case the initial values of x and y on all cuts are interpolated
linearly between the boundary values at the cut end points.) The choice is
controlled by the input parameter IGESas discussed in Section VI. The guess
type is identified by this number in the discussion below.
(a) Weighted Average of Four Boundary Points - Here the values of x
and y at each point in the field are set equal to the average of
the four boundary points having either the same_ index or the
same_ index, the average being weighted by the distance to the
boundary in the transformed plane. Thus
JMAX- " + j -i
2 xij = (JMAX lJl)Xi,l (JM__X-l)Xi, JMAX
IMAX- i + i- 1
+ (IMAX l)Xl,j (I_IAX- 1)XIMAX,j (19)
for i = 2, 3, ..., IMAX-I and j = 2, 3, ..., JMAX-I. An
analogous equation is used for y. (IGES = I). A variation of
this type (and also of types (b),(c), & (e)) is provided by IGED,
whereby the average maybe restricted to only a two-point average
in either the _ or q direction. The direction chosen should be
that which proceeds between the bodies and the outer boundary. This
variation is useful with an outer boundary located on three sides.
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(b) Sameas (a), except zeroes replace the values on the cuts in the
formation of the average. This type of initial guess is particu-
larly effective with simply-connected regions, single-body fields,
and multiple-body segmentarrangements having the all body seg-
ments on one horizontal (vertical) side and the outer boundary a
single segment on the other horizontal (vertical) side. (IGES= 0)
(c) Weighted Average of Body SegmentBoundaryPoints Only - This type
guess is the sameas that of (a), except that boundary points on
cuts are not included in the formation of the average, which there-
fore maybe formed with fewer than four points. This type and the
exponential projection below are widely effective. (IGES = 2)
(d) MomentProjection - Here the initial value at each field point is
given by
(e)
(Z dijk)(Z X_k) - Z dijkX k
k k k
xij N E dij k (20)
k
with dij k = /(xij - Xk)Z + (Yij - Yk )2
Here xk is the value at a point on the boundary of the trans-
formed plane; dij k is the distnace to that boundary point in the
transformed plane; N is the total number of boundary points; and
the summations extend over the entire boundary in the transformed
plane (IGES = 3). A modification of this type omits the division
by N (IGES = 4).
Exponential Weighted Average of Body Segment Boundary Points -
This guess is similar to that of (c) except that the weight in the
average is exponential rather than linear. Increasing IGES causes
the points to contract nearer the boundary segments corresponding
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to the lowest values of n and _. This type is most effective
when strong coordinate attraction is used with a single-body
field having the body located on the bottom or left side of the
rectangular transformed field. (IGES > 4)
(f.) Exponential Projection - The initial value of x is determined at
each field point by
Exk exp(-llGESldijk/d o)k
xij E exp(-llGE--_ijk/d o) (21)k
where d is the diagonal length of the transformed field, the
o
other quantities having the samedefinitions as in (d) above.
(IGES < 0)
Examplesof these initial guess types are shownin Figures 14-23 for
the segment arrangements given in Figures 4-13. The value of IGESfor each
is given in the upper left corner of each plot. Table 2 lists the types for
which convergence was obtained with each of these segmentarrangements.
The most widely effective initial guess in these cases was the expo-
nential projection. This type of guess produced convergence in the single-
body case and in six of the nine two-body cases. The optimum decay factor
for the exponential projection was 40 (IGES = -40) in most cases, with an
optimum of 20 (IGES= -20) in a few cases.
GuessType 2 (IGES= 2) also gave convergence in six of the nine two-
body cases and in the single-body case. However, the numberof iterations
required was a bit larger than with the exponential projection. Type 2 gave
convergence with one segmentarrangement (Figure 9) for which the exponential
projection gave divergence, but gave divergence for another arrangement (Figure
12) for which the exponential projection gave convergence.
Arrangements having the outer boundary in two segments tend to be the
more difficult to converge. Of the four arrangements of this type (Figures,
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6, 7, 12, 13), GuessType 2 gave convergence for only one (Figure 13), while
the exponential projection failed for two of the four. The two arrangements
of Figures 6 and 7 proved to be particular recalcitrant, requiring a switch
to a different size field in order to get convergence for the arrangement of
Figure 6 and the introduction of a special guess for that of Figure 7.
The general suggestion for two-body cases is to use either exponential
projection with a decay factor of about 40 or GuessType 2. For simply-
connected regions, single-body cases, and the two-body segment arrangements
having both bodies on the samecoordinate line, GuessType 0 is generally
more efficient, although the exponential weighted average or projection and
GuessType 2 will also give convergence. Arrangements having two bodies in
single segmentson opposite sides of the transformed plane are particularly dif-
ficult, and GuessesType 1 and 4 may be used.
With somesegment arrangements with multiple bodies, convergence can
be achieved with a close outer boundary, but not with the outer boundary
farther out. Therefore, provision has been madefor initially converging
the solution with a circular outer boundary close in and then constructing
an initial guess for a field with a larger circular outer boundary from this
solution by linear projection to the larger field. This process can be
repeated as many times as desired with the outer boundary gradually being
movedout to its desired position. Two types of movementare provided: (a)
the outer boundary radius is doubled at each step, or (b) the outer boundary
radius is increased linearly at each step. This provision should not be used
unless necessary, and then the movementof (a) is to be preferred in general,
with as few steps as will produce convergence.
Finally, with strong coordinate line attraction it may not be possible
to achieve convergence from an initial guess that gives convergence without
attraction. Provision therefore has been madewhereby the attraction can be
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added gradually, the converged solution for a small attraction becoming the
initial guess for a case of stronger attraction. Two types of increase
in attraction strength are provided: (a) the attraction amplitude is doubled
at each step, or (b) the attraction amplitude is increased linearly at each
step. This procedure is to be used only when necessary. In general, type
(a) is preferred, with as few steps as will provide convergence. Further dis-
cussion of the use of the various initial guesses is given in the instructions
of Section VI.
Convergence Acceleration
For a difference equation of the general form
al(fi+l, j + fi_l,j) + a2(fi,j+ I + fi,j_l ) + bl(fi+l, j - fi_l, j)
+ b2(fi j+l - f" ) + cf.. + d.. = 0, 1,j-i 13 13
(22)
(i = i, 2, --, I ; j = i, 2, --, J)
with boundary values specified on i = j = O, i = I + i, and j = J + i, and
al, a2, bl, b2, c, and d constant, the optimum value of the SOR acceleration
parameter _ can be obtained in the case where a]2i b12 and a22 _ b22, and in
the case where alz _ b12 and a22 _ b22, (Ref. 18). The optimum parameters
in these two cases are as follows:
>_ b12Case #i: a12 and a22>_ b22
2
= (over-relaxation, i < _ < 2) (23)
i + _--_- _
Case #2: a12 _ b12 and a22 _ b22
2
w = (under-relaxation, 0 < w < i) (24)
1 + d-7- 
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where
0 = 2 - cos I + i
cos j +-----_ (25)
In the remaining case where al2 _ b12 and a22 _ b22 , no theoretical
determination of the optimum acceleration parameter exists as yet.
Since the difference equations for the coordinate system are nonlinear,
the above theory is not directly applicable. However, if the equations are
considered as locally linearized then a local optimum acceleration parameter
can be obtained which will vary over the field. It should be noted that
the local linearization is applied only to the determination of the accel-
eration parameters, not to the actual solution of the difference equations.
Following this approach and neglecting the effect of the cross deriva-
tives, the local constants in the above equations become
aI = _ a 2 = y
bl j2p j2Q
= 2 b2 = 2
c = -2(_ + y)
so that locally optimum acceleration parameters are
Jij 2 IPij j > Jij2 IQij I
Case #i: _ij _ 2 and Yij - 2
_ij = (over-relaxation) (26)
i + /i - Pij 2
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2 2
Jij JPij J Jij JQij 1
Case #2: _i-'j< 2 and Yij < 2
lJ i + /i + Pij z
(under-relaxation) (27)
where
2 J .P •
= I _ij - _ cos MAX - i
PiJ _ij _ Yij
4212+ Yij - 4 (28)
j2JpJ j2jQJ
In the remaining case where a _ 2--and y < 2 , not even a local
optimum is available. The program allows a choice of strategy in this case:
over-relaxation, under-relaxation, or a weighted average as follows:
First Pl and P2 are calculated from
Pl = _ +-----_ 4 cos --_ _ 1
(29a)
02= +y y2_ 4 - i (29b)
If over-relaxation is _pecified then m is calculated from Eq. (26) using
The same expression for p is used in Eq. (27) if under-relax-P = Pl + P2"
ation is specified. If the weighted average is to be used then, using Pl
in place of P' _I is calculated from Eq. (26) if _ _> _ or2 by Eq. (27)
J__P_i Similarly, using p 2 in place of p, m2 is calculated fromif _ _ 2 "
Eq. (26) if y > _ else by Eq. (27) The average is then formed by
2 '




In order to provide someguide to the selection of acceleration para-
meters for the most rapid convergence of the iterative solution, the
optimumvalues were determined in a number of representative cases by
computer experimentation.
The body for this study was a Karman-Trefftz airfoil, the contour of
which is shownin Figure 24. The points on the contour were spaced at
equal angular increments in the complex plane from which the airfoil was
generated, with three additional points added at half, fourth, and eighth
angular increments above and below the trailing edge to provide finer
resolution in that region.
A basic case was selected and four quantities, (the numberof points
on the body, the numberof coordinate lines surrounding the body, the
amplitude of the coordinate line attraction to the body, and the radius
of the circular outer boundary) were varied individually and in pairs
above and below the basic values. The initial guess type (Type 0) giving the
fastest convergence for the basic case was used for all. Each case was
run to convergence of 10-4. Additional cases were run with different
convergence criteria and different numbersof steps in the addition of the
final attraction amplitude. The basic case was also run with a circular
cylinder as the body for comparison of the effect of the body shape.
A series of two-body cases was also run with two of the sameKarman-
Trefftz airfoils positioned as an airfoil and flap system. Only one seg-
ment arrangement was considered, with both bodies on the samecurvilinear
coordinate line. The multiple-airfoil system and the segmentarrangement
are shownin Figure 25. The sameset of quantities varied in the single
body case was varied individually above and below the basic values (except
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that variation of the numberof points on the bodies above the basic value
involved too muchcore and was omitted). The initial guess type was the
sameas that used for the single-body studies, which proved to give the
fastest convergence in the basic two-body case as well. The values of all
input parameters for the cases run are given in Tables 3-6.
The results of these studies are given in Tables 7-10. For the single-
body field, Table 7 shows the effect of individual variation of each of the
chosen quantities; Table 8 gives the effect of variation in pairs, and in
Table 9 other miscellaneous quantities are varied. Table i0 gives the results
for the double-body field. The numberof iterations required with the
variable acceleration parameter field and the average variable acceleration
parameter over the field are also included in these tables. (Under-relaxation
was used in the case of complex eigenvalues.) In a numberof cases the vari-
able acceleration parameters tend to be too large, and only in a few cases
was the variable field better than the uniform experimentally determined
optimum.
Plots of the numberof iterations required vs. the acceleration para-
meter are given for a few cases in Figure 26. In a numberof cases the
optimumparameter was only 0.i below the divergence limit for the particular
case. A typical exampleof this appears in Figure 26b. The effect of the
general field size is evident in Figure 26c and d, where the larger field
(d) gives a muchsharper minimum. Strong attraction with small fields makes
the convergence more difficult as can be seen in Figures 26e and f. With
strong attraction and a small field convergencewas obtained only in a very
narrow band of acceleration parameters.
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A few trends are evident in these results:
(i) The optimum acceleration parameter, m*, and the number of iterations,
I*, increase with the numberof grid points.
(2) w* increases slightly as the outer boundary movesoutward, this effect
being more pronounced at small outer boundary radius. I* experiences a
minimumas the outer boundary movesoutward. Both of these effects are stronger
with two bodies than with one.
(3) _* is little affected by attraction amplitude with one body, but tends
to decrease with increasing attraction amplitude with two bodies. (This dif-
ference is probably due to the fact that in the two-body case there wasattraction
to a line in the field, i. e., the cut between the bodies, as well as the body
contours.) I* tends to increase with increasing attraction.
(4) There is an optimumnumber of steps for addition of the attraction,
with increasing I* occurring on both sides of this optimum. Too few steps
mayproduce divergence. This optimum is less apparent with two bodies than
with one.
(5) The numberof attraction lines had only a small effect on either
m* or I* in the cases considered.
(6) w* increases as convergence tolerance is tightened.
(7) The intermediate convergence tolerance value that should be
used when the attraction is added gradually should be 0.01. A tighter
tolerance requires more iterations, while a looser tolerance maynot produce
a sufficiently close initial guess for the next addition of attraction.
(8) The use of the variable acceleration parameter field is not generally
recon_nendedin cases where the optimum can be estimated from experience. This
feature can be useful, however, in the absenceof a good estimate. In that
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case it is probably best to use the variable field once, and then to use a
factor about 3%less than the average over the variable for subsequent runs.
IV. EXAMPLESOFCOORDINATESYSTEMS
A variety of results utilizing the theory and numerical procedures
outlined in previous sections are now presented. The results selected for
presentation here were chosen to exemplify the generality of the method, and
somewere used for the numerical fluids studies in Ref. ii. In most of the
plots only a portion of the physical field is shownin order that the coord-
inate lines maybe distinguishable near the bodies. The actual fields were
generally extended someten chord_ _, radit_ from the hodip_.
Coordinate SystemControl
As discussed in Section II, the curvilinear coordinate lines maybe
concentrated by attracting the lines to other lines or points in the field.
The control of the coordinate system in this manner is illustrated in Figures
27-28. Input parameters involved are given in Table ii. In Figure 27, the
basic system generated by the Laplace equations (zero right hand sides) is
shownin (a). In (b) the n-lines have been attracted to the body. In (c)
the attraction to the body has been madestronger on two sides, while in (d)
the lines are more strongly attracted over a small portion of the body. In
(e) and (f) the angle of intersection of the lines with the body has been
controlled, over the entire body in (e) and over only a portion of the body
in (f).
Figure 28 illustrates the use of control to pull the coordinate lines
into a concave portion of the body contour, (a) being the result of the
Laplace equations and (b) having the lines attracted to the slope disconti-
nuity on the lower surface.
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Various Body Shapes
Coordinate systems for a circular cylinder and a camberedJoukowski air-
foil are pictured in Figure 29. The contours are of equi-spaced _ = constant
and n = constant lines in the physical plane. (In the interest of clarity
only a portion of the grid is shownin this and subsequent figures. The
outer boundary for these and all succeeding results is circular and has a
radius of ten body-lengths.) Note that the two systems given in Figure 29
are orthogonal (The transformations in these instances are conformal.).
Slightly more general bodies are shownin Figure 30. These include a cambered
and an integral flap Karman-Trefftz airfoil. Although systems for each of
these could be generated by conformal transformations, the ones shownwere
obviously not. The effect of the coordinate system control is demonstrated
for both airfoils in Figure 31. The figures exhibit the effect of contraction
to the n-line coincident with the body profile. Note that the grid spacing is
significantly collapsed in the contracted transformation. The contracted
meshspacing near the solid body boundary allows the solution of viscous
flows (Ref. ii).
Contracted coordinate systems for more general airfoils are exhibited
in Figures 32-34. These are the Liebeck laminar airfoil, the G_ttingen
625 airfoil and a NACA0018 profile. Contraction to the single-body n-line
is demonstrated for the Liebeck profile and to the initial 15 n-lines for the
G_ttingen 625 and NACA0018 airfoils. The effects of multiple-H-line con-
traction are seen to be quite dramatic.
Coordinate systems for a multiple-airfoil system are shown in Figure 35,
with coordinate line concentration to the bodies and into the concave region
formed by the airfoils and the cut between. The coordinate line attraction is
to the first ten H-lines surrounding the bodies with an amplitude of i0,000
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and a decay factor of 1.0 on all but the tenth line, where 0.5 was used. The
coordinate system for simply connected regions are shownin Figures 36 and 37.
Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of the transformation method
to quite arbitrary bodies, a system in contracted form (15 line) for a rather
odd looking body--denoted the camberedrock--is given in Figure 38.
V. EXAMPLESOFAPPLICATIONTOPARTIALDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS
As noted above,any set of partial differential equations may be solved
on the boundary-fitted coordinate system by transforming the equations and
associated boundary conditions and solving the transformed equations numeri-
cally in the transformed plane. All computation can be done on the fixed
square grid in the rectangular transformed region regardless of the shape
of the physical boundaries. Several examplesof such application are given
below.
Potential Flow (Ref.ll, 12, 19)
The two-dimensional irrotational flow about any numberof bodies may
be described by the Laplace equation for the stream function _:
_xx + _yy = 0 (31)
with boundary conditions
_(x,y) = _k on the surface of the kth body. (32a)
_(x,y) = y cose - x sine at infinity. (32b)
where e is the angle of attack of the free stream relative to the positive
x-axis. Here the stream function is nondimensionalized relative to the air-
foil chord and the free stream velocity.
coordinate system this equation becomes
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Whentransformed to the curvilinear
_$ - 2B_n + Y_nn + °_n + _ = 0 (33)
The transformed boundary conditions are (see Figure I).
qJ(_'"11) = )o on n = nI (i.e., on I'I*) (34a)
,(_.,n2) = y(_.,rl2) cos0 - x(Y.,,12) si,10 ou n = 112 (i.e., ou F_) (34b)
The uniqueness is implied by insisting that the solution be periodic in
-_ < _ < _' ql i n _ _2" The coefficients _, B, y, o, and T are calculated
during the generation of the coordinate system (see Appendix A). Equation (33) was
approximated using second-order, central differences for all derivatives,
and the resulting difference equation was solved by accelerated Gauss-
Seidel (SOR) iteration on the rectangular transformed field. The value of
the boundary values of _ on the bodies were determined by imposing the Kutta
condition on each body.
The pressure coefficient at any point in the field may be obtained
from the velocities via the Bernoulli equation, which in the present non-
dimensional variables is
Cp = 1- IvI 2 (35)
On the body surface this becomes
Cp = 1 __I_Y
j2 _D 2 (36)
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with the derivative evaluated by a second-order one-sided difference
expression. The nondimensional force on the body is given by
_"= - _ Cp lj ds (37)
where n is the unit outward normal to the surface, and ds is an increment
of arc length along the surface. The lift and drag coefficients are
CL = _ Cp (-x¢cos0 - yEsin0)d¢ (38a)
CD = _ Cp (y¢cos0 + xi,sin0)d_j (38b)
These integrals were evaluated by numerical quadrature using the
trapezoidal rule.
The coordinate system for a Karman-Trefftz airfoil having an integral
flap is shownin Fig. 30b, and the streamlines and pressure distribution for
this airfoil are comparedwith the analytic solution (Ref. 20) in Figure 39.
Similar excellent comparisons have been obtained with other Karman-Trefftz
airfoils. Fig. 52 shows the coordinate system for a Liebeck laminar air-
foil, the solution for which is comparedwith experimental results (Ref.
21) for the pressure distribution in Fig. 40. Finally the coordinate
system for a multi-element airfoil is shown in Fig. 35, with the stream-
lines and pressure distributions shownin Fig. 41. Here coordinate system
control was employed as discussed above to attract the coordinate lines
into the concave region formed by the intersections of the cut between the
airfoils, as well as to the bodies.
Figure 42 shows a coordinate system for a pair of circular cylinders,
the coordinate lines being attracted to the intersections of the cut between
the bodies with their surfaces. (The accompanyingdiagram shows
the arrangement of the body and re-entrant segments in the transformed
plane.) The streamlines for potential flow obtained on this coordinate
system are shownin Figure 43a, and the surface pressure distribution is
comparedwith the analytic solution (Ref. 22) in Figure 43b. By contrast,
the uncontracted coordinate system, generated by Eq. (ii), and resulting
pressure distribution are shownin Figure 44. The effectiveness of the
coordinate system control is clear in the comparison of these results with
those in Figure 43b. To illustrate the use of different segment arrangements,
Figures 45 and 46 show another coordinate system and pressure distribution
for the sametwo cylinders.
The effects of the various numerical parameters involved for the potential
flow solution were investigated in somedetail, and the results are reported
in Ref. 19. These results should serve as a guide to reasonable choices of
such parameters as field size, convergence criteria, meshspacing, etc. for
the use of the body-fitted coordinate systems in other applications as well.
Ref. 19 also serves to illustrate in somedetail the procedure of application




The time-dependent, two-dimensional viscous incompressible flow about
any numberof bodies maybe described by the Navier-Stokes equations in
various formulations, two of which are illustrated below.
Vorticity-Stream Function Formulation. (Ref. Ii -14) with the vorticity and
stream function as dependent variables the transformed Navier-Stokes
equations are
_t + (_ - _$_n )IJ = (am_ - 2Bm_n
+ om + _m_)/j2 R (39)
- + Y_nn + + = _j2_ (40)a_ 2B_n °_ n _
with boundary conditions:
= constant A _g = 0 on body surface (41a)
, j
= y cose - x sine, m = 0 on remote boundary (41b)
All quantities are non-dimensionalized with respect to the free stream
velocity and the airfoil chord. All space derivatives in the field were
represented by second-order, central difference expressions. The time
derivatives were represented by two-point backward difference expressions.
The H-derivatives on the body surface were represented by second-order one-
sided difference expressions. The solution was implicit in time, all the
difference equations being solved simultaneously by SOR iteration at each
time step.
The boundary conditions were implemented directly except for the second
of (41a), which was satisfied by adjusting the value of the vorticity on the
body by a false-position iteration procedure until the second-order, one-
sided difference representation of the tangential velocity, -_ _n was belowj
some tolerance:
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(k) (k-l) I _I (k)
(k+l) (k) mil - mil Fyy
Here (k) is the iteration count, K an adjustable parameter, and (i,l) refers
to a point on the body surface.
The surface pressure is calculated from the line integral of the Navier-Stokes
equations on the surface:




= R-_ f 2 (B_ - ym )d_ (43)
¢I
The body force components are then obtained from the integration of the
pressure and shear forces around the body surface:
F = + _ py_ d_ - 2x _ _ mx$ d_ (44a)
= 2 d_ (44b)Fy - _ px_ d_ - _ _ _y_
Finally, the lift and drag coefficients are given by
CL = F cos0 - F sin0 (45a)y x
CD = F sin0 + F cos0y x
where O is the angle of attack.
(45b)
The coordinate system for a GDttingen 625 airfoil shown in Fig. 33 was
used in this solution. The high density of constant n-lines near the airfoil
is the result of contraction to the first 15 n-lines. Streamline contours are
shown in Fig. 47, and velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 48. Pressure and
force coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 49.
To show that the boundary-fitted coordinate system can be used with
arbitrary shaped bodies, the viscous flow about a cambered rock at a Reynolds
number of 500 was developed. The contracted coordinate system used in
the solution is given in Fig. 38. _ and _ contours are shown in
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Figure 50, and velocity profiles are shown in Figure 51.
In order that the pressure be single-valued, it is necessary that the
value of the stream function on each body of a multiple-body system be such
that the line integral of the Navier-Stokes equation on each body vanishes:
2
!vl
0 = _ V p • dr =- _ [_t + V(---_2-)
i
- v x m +_ V x a] dr
= _ 1 _ (V x a) • dr
R (46)
Thus in the transformed plane it must be that
(yan - B_)d_ = 0 (47)
on each body. Since this requires a double iteration, i.e., for both
and _ on each body, it appears that this formulation is not as well suited
for two-body calculations as is the primitive variable formulation that
follows.
Velocity-Pressure Formulation (Ref. 23, 14). With the velocity and pressure
(primitive variables) as the dependent variables the transformed Navier-
Stokes equations are
ut + [y (u 2)_ - y_(u2)]/Jq + [x_(UV)n - x_(uv_]/J
+ (yQp_ - y_pn)/J = (_u_ - 2Burn + YUnn
+ OuR + Tu_)/Rj2 (48)
v t + [yn(uv) - y[(uv)n ]/J + [x[(V2)n- x_(v2)[ ]/J
+ (x_p n - xnp_)/J = (av_ - 2Bvsn + yvnn
+ gv + Tv[)/RJ 2n
(49)
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aP_ 28P_n + YPnn + + = - (YnU_- oph Tp_ - y_un) 2
- 2(x_u - xnu_)(ynv _ - y_vn)
where
(x_v n - xDv_) 2 - J2D t (50)
D _ (ynu_ - ygu + x_v - xnv$)/J
Equation (50) is the transformed Poisson equation for the pressure,
obtained by taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The boundary conditions are
(51)
u = v = 0 on body surface (52a)
u = cose, v = sin0, p = 0 on remote boundary (52b)
The pressure at each point on the body was adjusted at each iteration by
an amount proportional to the velocity divergence evaluated using second-
order one-sided differences for the H-derivatives on the body.
Pressure Distribution and Force Coefficients. The surface pressure distri-
bution is calculated in the vorticity-stream function formulation from
the line integral of the Navier-Stokes equation around the body surface.
In the velocity-pressure formulation the surface pressure, is, of course,
obtained directly. In the velocity-pressure formulation it is necessary to
calculate the body vorticity before applying (44) from
1
w = - _(y_v n + x_u ) (53)
Figure 35 shows the coordinate system for a multiple airfoil consisting
of two Karman-Trefftz airfoils, one simulating a separated flap. Coordinate
system control was used to attract the coordinate lines strongly to the first
ten lines around the bodies and to the intersections of the cut between the
bodies with the trailing edge of the fore body and the leading edge of the
aft body. Velocity vectors and pressure distributions for the viscous flow
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solution at Reynolds number i000 are shownin Figure 52.
Loaded Plate (Ref. 24)
Figure 53 showsa comparison between the numerical and analytic solution
(Ref. 25) for deflection contours for a simply supported uniformly loaded
triangular flat plate. This problem involves the solution of the biharmonic
equation by splitting into two Poisson equations. The transformed Poisson




The coordinate system is generated by the program TOMCATwith the
subroutines BNDRY,CORPLOT,LINWT,ERROR,GUESSA,MAXMIN,PARA,RHS,SOR,
PLOT,and SYMBOL.Subroutines PLOTand SYMBOLwere added for compatibility
between the GOULDand CALCOMPplotters. Each facility will probably have
to makeminor changes for plotting. A complete set of instructions for the
input is included in the listing of TOMCAT.
Core must be set to zero at load time.
Files. The program uses two essential files with internal namesi0 and ii.
File ii is used to store a partially converged solution so that the itera-
tion can be continued by a subsequent run. This file need not be retained
once the solution has converged.
The converged coordinate system is written on file i0. This should be
saved to use as input for PROGRAMFATCAT.
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Certain files and additional control statements will also be necessary
for the operation of the plotter, and these must be added to fit the user's
installation. The program is compatible with both the GOULDand the CALCOMP
plotters.
Dimensions. The standard program allows a maximum field size of 70 $ lines
and 60 _ lines and requires a core size of 131,000 words for the Langley
Research Center's CDC 6000 Series Computer System. Error signals and instruc-
tions for modification will be given if these limits are exceeded. The three
statements requiring modification for larger fields are separated from the
rest of the dimension and data statements of the main program for convenience.
In_n_ Parameters. Most of the input is self-explanatory in the instruc-
tions given in the listing of TOMCAT. However, a few additional comments
may be in order.
Field Size. The parameter IDISK controls the storage of the converged
system on the disk file and also signals the restart of a partially con-
verged solution. The format of the storage of the coordinate system on
the disk file is given following IDISK in the instructions.
Plotting. Plotting may be by-passed by setting IPLOT to zero and eliminating
certain control cards. The selection of the GOULD, CALCOMP, or other plotter
is made by the parameter IPLTR. Recall that the user must also add certain
site-dependent control statements to the run stream appropriate to the
particular plotter installation. The parameters NUMBR and NUMBRI allow the
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plotted field to be confined to a portion of the actual field by restricting
the numberof curvilinear coordinatelines plotted. Coordinate lines maybe
skipped in the plot by adjusting ISKIPI and ISKIP2. The parameters XBI,
XB2, YBI, and YB2 also allow the plotted field to be restricted to the
portion of the actual field between limits in the cartesian coordinates.
Initial Guess. The parameter IGES controls the initial guess for the
iterative solution of the difference equations. Since these equations are
nonlinear, convergence can be obtained only from an initial guess within
some neighborhood of the solution. The same initial guess will not in
general give convergence for all segment arrangements. The type 0 is
suitable for single-body and simply-connected systems, however, as well as
for multi-body systems having all body segments on the same curvilinear
coordinate line. Types 2 and -40 are widely applicable to multiple-body
fields, except those having two bodies in single segments on opposite sides
of the transformed field, where types 1 or 4 may be effective. Very
strong coordinate attraction near a boundary having a sharp convex corner
requires an initial guess having sufficiently closely-spaced lines in the
region of line attraction, else the iterates may overlap the boundary. In
such a situation the exponential weighted average guess (type IGES > 4) should
be used. The lines in the guess will be more strongly contracted as IGES
is increased. Note that the use of this type of guess requires that the
boundary to which the lines are attracted be located on the bottom or left side
of the rectangular transformed field. Gradual movement of the outer boundary
may also help(see INFAC). See Section III for more information.
Body Contours. Points on the body and outer boundary contours may be placed
as desired around the contours, and the cartesian coordinates of these points
are input in order from cards, one card per point, or from a file with one
image per point.
Some of the contours of a multiple-body system may be split into several
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segmentswhich maybe located on the rectangular boundary of the trans-
formed field in manydifferent ways as noted above in Section III. For
single bodies the body and outer boundary contours are simply cut and
opened into single segments. The points will be placed on the rectangular
boundary from the first index, LBI, to the second index, LB2, even when
LBI exceeds LB2. The contour segmentsmust be arranged so that the segment
ends are connected by coordinate lines that do not cross. This is simply a
matter of arranging the segmentson the rectangular transformed field
boundary such that a continuous path is traversed over the contour seg-
ments and connecting cuts in the physical field as a closed circuit is
madeo_ the rectangular boundary of the transformed field. The order in
which these sets are input is immaterial, except that the outer boundary
contour must be last. There is no relation between the order of input of
the sets and the order of their appearance on the circuit of the rectangu-
lar boundary.
Note that no points are repeated in the input; the closure of each
body contour is accomplished internally by the program. (The total number
of _ and n lines, IMAXand JMAX,however, will include the repeated points
that close the contours. See, for example , the test cases given following
the program listings in this section.
If a circular outer boundary is desired, this contour maybe calculated
internally rather than being input. In this case the radius and origin
of the circle, and the angle of its initial point counter-clockwise with
respect to the positive x-axis, are input. The points on the outer boundary
contour will then be placed at equal angular increments clockwise from this
initial angle. This outer boundary may then be located on the rectangular
boundary in one or more segmentsin the samemanner described above.
Re-entrant Boundaries. The re-entrant segments pairs are specified by
their end points and the sides on which they lie, but no points are input
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thereon, since these are actually cuts rather than boundaries in the phy-
sical plane. The order in which the re-entrant segments are input bears no
relation either to the order in which these segments occur on the circuit
of the rectangular boundary or to the order in which the body contours are
input.
Acceleration Paramaters. If a non-zero value is input for R(1), then this
value will be used as a uniform SOR acceleration parameter. Typical values
for a number of cases have been given above in the Section III. The
program also has the capability of calculating a field of variable local
acceleration parameters which are updated at each iteration until the
maximum absolute change of acceleration parameter over the field is less
than the input value R(10), after which the acceleration parameter field is
frozen. Since these local parameters are calculated from linear theory, they
are not true optimum values. Furthermore, in certain local situations, not
even the linear optimum is known. A choice is given, via IEV, for these
situations, but under-relaxation is generally the safest course. As noted
in Section III, in some cases these calculated variable acceleration
parameters tend to be too high and may not give convergence. The use of
the variable acceleration parameters also requires extra computer time for
their calculation, of course, and this calculation involves a square root.
Therefore, the constant input acceleration parameter is usually to be
preferred, provided this value is selected with some care with attention to
the results in Section III.
Coordinate System Control. The curvilinear coordinate lines may be concen-
trated by attracting the lines to the body contours or other lines or to
points in the field. Generally an e_fective way for concentration in the
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vicinity of a body contour is to use attraction to the contour and also to
the first several lines off the contour, with decreasing attraction amplitude
on each line outward and a decay factor of 0.5 or less on all lines.
On a field that is I0 chords is radius with 40 lines surrounding the
body, an attraction amplitude of i000 with attraction to i0 lines gives
moderate concentration, while i00,000 gives very strong concentration.
Amplitudes of i00 or below give only slight changes from the concentration
that is inherent in the basic homogeneous equations.
Some attention must be paid to the rapidity of the change of coordinate
line spacing with strong attraction else truncation error in the form of
artificial diffusion may be introduced as follows: Consider the finite
difference approximation of a first derivative with variation only in the
x-direction to which the _-lines are normal.
Ynf_ f_
f -
x x_y n x_
The difference approximation then would be
fi+l- fi-1
f = + T.
x xi÷ 1 - xi_ 1 i
where T. is the local truncation error.
l
Taylor series expansions of fi+l and fi-i
Then by (8)
about f. then yield, after
1
some algebraic rearrangement,
T = 1 - 2x.)
i - 2 (fxx)i (Xi+l + xi-i 1
But the last factor is simply the difference approximations of x so that
1
T = - _ x_ fxx
This truncation error thus introduces a numerical diffusive effect in
the difference approximation of first derivatives. Care must therefore be
taken that the second derivatives of the physical coordinates (i.e., the rate
of change of the physical spacing between curvilinear coordinate lines) are not
too large in regions where the dependent variables have significant second
derivatives in the direction normal to the closely spaced coordinate lines.
_3
Just what is a permissible upper limit to the rate of change of the line
spacing is problem dependent. Consider, for instance, viscous flow past a
finite flat plate parallel to the x-direction. Here the velocity parallel
to the wall changes rapidly from zero at the wall to its free stream value
over a small distance that is of the order of-_--i where R is the Reynolds
number, R = _U_ , based on freestream velocity, U_ the distance from the
leading edge of the plate, x, and the kinematic viscosity, v.
The equation for the time rate of change of the velocity parallel to the
wall is
1
ut = -uu x - VUy + _(Uxx + Uyy)
Recalling that the large spacial variation in velocity occurs in the y-direc-
tion, coordinate lines would be contracted near the plate. The truncation
error introduced by this contraction would be
v
-v(-T) = (- _ yn_)Uyy
v
This introduces a negative numerical viscosity (- _ ynn), since v and Y_n
are both positive.
The effective viscosity is thus reduced (effective Reynolds number
increased),so that the velocity gradient near the wall is steepened. There-
fore care should be taken that y_ is limited so that the numerical viscosity
v
(- _ ynn) not significant in comparison with the physical viscosity (_).
The situation is mitigated somewhat of the fact that the numerical
viscosity is proportioned to the small velocity normal to the wall, this
velocity being of order 1 Actually this limit is conservative, since the
/f
normal velocity drops to zero at the wall and only attains the order 1
£f
in the outer portion of the region of large gradient of velocity parallel
to the wall where u is very small.
YY
Sufficiently close spacing of lines can be obtained even subject to
such limits on the rate of change of the spacing by using decay factors in
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the tenths range for the coordinate attraction.
The use of coordinate system control tends to slow the convergence
of the iterative solution, and it is necessary to add the attraction grad-
ually for strong concentrations. Convergencecan be achieved even with
very strong attraction amplitude by successively partially converging the
field with a weaker amplitude and then using this result as the initial
guess for the iteration with a stronger amplitude. This can all be done in
one run by inputing the numberof steps to be used for addition of the full
amplitude (IFAC) and the multiple of the final convergence criterion to
be used as the criterion for the partial convergence of each succeeding
amplitude (EFAC). Generally the lowest or perhaps the next-to-the-lowest
numberof steps that will produce convergence is the most economical. In
typical single-body fields, an amplitude of i000 has required three steps,
while i0,000 has required six steps. A value of i00.0 is typical for EFAC.
Whenvery strong coordinate attraction is used to a boundary having
a sharp convex corner the lines may tend to overlap the corner unless the
SORiterative sweepis toward this boundary. Since the sweepis done to-
ward lower ¢ and n values, such a boundary should be located on the bottom or
left side of the rectangular transformed plane if strong attraction thereto
is to be used. In such a case the initial guess should be IGES> 4
as mentioned above, the stronger the attraction, the larger IGES. When
IGESis large enough it should not be necessary to use gradual addition
of the attraction. Movementof the outer boundary mayalso help (INFAC).
Convergence of Very Large Fields. With some segment arrangements for
multiple-body fields convergence problems have occured with large fields
(20 chords or so). This problem arises since with some arrangements, fewer
lines pass between the bodies and the outer boundary in some directions
than in others. Therefore, provision has been made for approaching con-
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vergence on the final field by successively partially converging smaller
fields and using each succeeding result to produce an initial guess by
linear projection for the next larger field. This can be done in a single
run by specifying INFACand INFACO. A choice is given between doubling
the field radius at each step and increasing it linearly. In the former
case the initial size is completely determined by the numberof steps
specified, while in the latter case it is necessary also to specify the
initial point in the linear increase from zero at which the radius is to
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I$ IYPICAL FOR OTHER MULTIPLF-_O_Y FIELDSe EXCEPT
F_R THOSE HAVING TWO @_DIE@ IN SINGLE SEGMENTS
0_' (}PP_$ITE SIDE@ OF T_E TRAN@ FORME_ FIELD, IN THE
LATTFR CASE TRY IGE§II O_ A,)
(IGED.NE,O T@ MOR_ FFFECTI_F FOR CASE@ ,ITH TWE
riOTER BOUNDARY O_ THREE @IOE$,)
mt - wEIGWTED AVERAGE OF FDL!R PRPJECTE_
BOUNDARY VALUE@,
mO - SAME kS I EXCEPT ZERO I $EO I N PLACE OF VALL_E@
O_ CUT@,
I_ - _AM_ i_ % EXCE pT _ OUNDARY VALUES ON CUTS
OMITTE_ IN AVERAGE,
I_ - MOMENT PROJECTIONI
WI(@U_D,@UMXmSUMXD)/@UMD, DIVIDED BY IOTAL
NUMBER OF BOI_k$OARY POINTSe
w_ERE $UMWmSUV OF ROU_ARY VALUES,
@UMDISUP OF DISTANCE@ TO HOUNDARY POINTS,
@U_XDmSUw OF RRO_UCT@ OF ABOVE,
m_ - SAME k@ ] EXCEPT NO _IVISlON BY TOTAL
NUMBER OF BOLINDARY ROIMT@,
)a - _AME A_ _ EXCEPT EXPONFNTIAL _EIGMT RATHER TMAN
LINEAR= CONCF_TRAT_ON I@ T_wARD LUwER VALUES
OF XT AND/OR ETA WITH DECAY FACTOR OF
O,I_(IGESea) ,
¢0 - EXPONENTI AL PROJECTIONI
XISUMXE/@UME; wiTH EXPONENTIAL DECAY
FACTOR EOUAL 10 IAMS(IGES),
*WERE StJMEm@UM OF EXP{._ECAY*OISTANCE),
SUMWEISUM OF PRODUCT OF BOUNDARY VALUE
AND ABOVE EXP,
(DISTANCE IS NDNDIMENSIONALIZEO RELATIVE
TO DIAGONAL OF RECTANGULAR TRAN$F _RMED FIELD)
IUISK - DISK READ/WRITE CDNTROLI
mO START ITERATION pROM INITTAL GUESS,
DON_T STORE C_ORDINATE $VSTEM ON DISK,
m_ START ITERATION FROM INITIAL GUESS,
@TORE COORDINATE SYSTEM ON DISK,
mE CONTINUE ITERATION OF k PARTIALLY
CONVERGED _OLUTION READ FROM RESTARTFILE
ON DISK, STOKE COORDINATE SYSTEM ON DISK,
m_ A@ #E EXCEPT _ONeT @TORE COORDINATE SYSTE M,
NOTEI IDI$K OF 1 _R Z CAUSES THF COOROINATE SYSTE _ TO BE _RITTEN










MERE LISEG IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BODY @EGMENTS(EXCLUSIVE






































































































































LP2CL_>LR1(I } ANn IS -I {_T_E_ISE(LRI a_D LR2 ARE
I_TE_CHA_GEO I_TERNALLY AFTF_ LSE_J TS _ET IF NECFSSA_Y
S_ T.AT LB2>LR1}I LTYPE IR Im2,],_,_,OR _, _ESPFCTZVELY,
IF THE TWO SEGMENT8 Or A :E-E_T_a_T PaIR k_F tl) n_F ON
mOTTO_ AND O_E _ T_P, (_) RPT_ _ ROTTO_. _) ROTH O_ TOP.
{_) ONE ON LEFT AND O_E 0_' RIGHT, (_) B_TH nN LEFT_ OR
fb) _OT_ 0_ RIGHT! X _D Y IRF THF _ARTEST_N COP_DIN_TF$.
IF CONVERGENCE IS NOT aTTAINED TN TWE ALLOWED N(_BE_ OF
ITERATInNS T_E PARTIALLY CONVERGE_ S_LLJTIO_ I$ _Tf_E_ ON
* DISK FOR RESTART, T_E ITE_ATInN _AY THEN HE C_NTT_UE_ Ry
***** SETTING IOISK TO 20_ 3 AN_ INC_EASTN G ITEm,
T*I_ - _0 nO_T PRINT EAC_ ITERATION ERROR NOR_,
_I PRINT EACH ITERATION ER_n_ NO_,
T*TNTL - m_ OON_T PRINT _NTTIaL _UF$$,
11 PRINT INITIAL GtJE_S,
I.FI_ * *O PRINT C_ORDIkaTE SYSTEM,
II _ONeT PRINT CDORDINATF SYSTEM,
IGED - CONTROLS OIRECT]O_J OF wF]_TED AVERAGES FO_ INITIAL
GUESS TYPES 0,1,2, AND ,GT,U I
• 0 . AVERAGE IN ROTH Xl AND ETA _IRECTTONS
(FOU_ POINT AVEragE)
• ! * AVERAGE IN nNLY ETA DIRECTION
(T._ ROINT AVERAGE)
• E - AVERAGE _N _NLY Xy nI_ECTTON
(T*O _UI_T AVE_AGF}
**t CARD I IPLOT_IPLTR_NCOPY,LIN*T_,LIN_TE.NUHBR_NU_RR|_

























IPLOT - PLOT OPTIONS1
mO NO PLOTS (INPUT OF REST OF CARD NOT REQUIRED),
xl PLOT COORDINATE SYSTEM,
l_ PLOT INITIAL GUE88 aND COORDINATE SYSTEm,
IPLTR - I1 PLOT _ITH OOULO _800,
B2 PLOT kITH GERRER
m_ OTHER ( CALL P_EUO0 - DEVICE INDEPENDENT .
VARIAN AND CALCOMP DO NOT HAVE LINE*T
CAPABILITY]
NCOPY - NUMBER OF COPIES O_ PLOT DE8IRED,
LINwT1 . PLOT LINE wEIGHT DESIRED POR PLOT TITLES,
(=_ "I_ O_ I_ _ RESPECTIVELY FOR TRIPLE_ DOUBLE_
NORMAL_ HALF_ THIRD WEIGHT LINES)
(THIS APPLIE| ONLY TO THE GOULD _800)
LIN_T2 * PLOT LINE WEIGHT DESIRED FOR COORDINATE 8YSTEH,{|[E NOTE BELOW LINWTI]
(TH_8 APPL_F8 ONLY TO THE GOULD 4800)
NUHBR . NUMBER OF ETAmLINE8 DESIRED FOR PLOT,









































_.LJMmPl .. _ll,_E_ OF XT..LI_ER r_E._Tt_E r_ Ircl_ PLC1T,
(ZF.R{] VALLIE PLUT$ ALL)
TSKIPt - SKIP PARAMETER FOR XI-LT_E$,
(1PL_TS EACH LINE, 2 PLOTS EVEPY SECO_ LT_E,ETC,
]SKIP2 - SKIP PkRA_ETE_ FOR ETk-LI_ES,
(REE NOTE BfLnW ]SKIP1)
t
*** EACW B_OY A_D TMF OUTFR _0 IjN_A_¥ IS nIVI_E_ I_T0 ONE OR
*** M_PF SEGMENTS PLACE_ ON TM_ BI_ES nF X_F RECTAN_ULA_ T_ANIFO _EO
*** FIWLn, TWESE 5EGME_IT$ _RF CONNECTED PY RE-E_TRA_;T SEGMENTS,
C *** TMF BFG_E_T CONFIG U_ATIo_ INPUT IS AS _OLLO_Sl
C *
*** CARD I N_SEG.NRSEG - FORMAT(2IS)
, NBBEG - T_TAL NUMBER OF _O_Y A_O O_TER BOUNDARY SEGMENTS,
, NRBEG - TOTAL NUMBER 8F PAIRS OF WE-ENTRA_;T SEGMENTS.
, (ZENO FnR $1MPLY-CON_ECTED REGION)














































L_$1D - BIDE OF RECTANGULAR TRAkSFOHMED FIELD nN wHICH
R_DY _EGwE NT OR OUTER BO(IK, nARY SEGMENT I8 LOCATED,
(BOTTOM IS 1_ LEFT IB _, T_P I8 ], RIG wT IS _,)
LHI_Lm? - FIRS T AND LAST INDICES OF REGMENT,
(Lm} MAY EXCEED LB2)
LBDY -RQDY NUMBER (BUDIES ARE NIJMRERED CONSECUTIVELY
FROM | TO NBDY
OUTER BOUNDARY IS BODY NUMBER 0 OR Nb_Y_%,
NUMBER 0 CAUSES OUTER BOU_DIRY TO BE CALCULATED
INTERNALLY IS A CIRCLE, P_STTIVE nR NFGATIVE
NBDYe% CAUSE8 OUTE R BOUNDARY TO RE READ AS OTHER
BODIES,)
NOTE I EACH BODY IS RFA_ VIA A SINGLE CADD OR SET
OF CARD8 wiTH _0 RFPEATED POINTS_ NOT EVEN
TME FIRST POINT, BODY SEGMENTS MUST BE
CONSECUTIVE ACCORDIN_ TO LBDY, WITH THE
OUTER BOUNOARY LAST REGARDLESS OF ITS
LBDY, _OINTS IN FACM SEGMENT ARE READ
CONSECUTIVELY AND PLACED ON BOUNDARY
FROM INDEX LBI T_ INDEX LB_,
*** CAROS(NR_EG) I LRSID,LRI_LRE,LISIO,LII,LIE " FORMATCbIS}
, (OMIT FOR 8IMPLY-CONNFCTEB REGION)
LI
R
LR$ID,LISI_ - SIDES OF RECTANGULAR TRANSFORMED FIELD ON
WHICH IEOMENTB OF A RE-ENTRANT pAIR ARE
LOCATED, BEE NOTE BELOW LBSIB FOR 8IDES,
(LIIIb MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED LRBIO)
LRteLREeLIIeLIE = FIRST AND LAST INDICES OF EACM SEGMENT
OF A REtENTRANT PAIR, (I_ LISID II EQUAL
TO LRBID THEN LII MUST EXCEED LRE, IF
LIiID T_ NOT EQUAL TO LRBI_ THEN Lit

















































































* EXCEED L_I, ANn LI_ MU_T EXCEED LII.]
t
*** CARD I _(1)eR(2),R(3)eYINFI_oAIN_IN,XOT_.fjYOINF,_JI_F -
FORMAT(?KIn.0,15)
R(I) - GAt,$$-$EIDEL ACCELE_ATIn_ PArAMETEr.
ZERn VALUE CAUSES VARTARLF ACCELERATION PARAMETER
FIELD TO RE CALCULATE_ tNTEPNALLY,
(TYPICALLY 1,85)
R(2) - CQNVERGENCE CRITERION Fn_ X ITE_ATInN EPROk NOR_,
(TYPICALLY 0,0000|}
R(3] - CONVERGENCE CRITERION FO_ Y ITEWATIO_ ERPn_ NO_M,
(TYPICALLY 0,00001}
YINFIh = RADIUS Or CIRCULAR OUIER _ULINOARY,
AINFIn - ANGLE OF FIRST PnINT nN OUTEP _O_NDARv, (nEGQEE$)
(ANGLE t_ POSITIVE COIJNTER-CLOCK_ISE FWnM POSITIVE
X-AXIS, PC)INT8 ARE CLOCKWISE FROM T_T$ ANGLE.)
XOINF,YOINF - CENTEN OF CIRCilLAR O_ITER BOUNDARY,
k,INF= NUMBER _F UNIQUE POI6T$ ON DUTE_ ROUNDARY e
HOTEl YINFIN,AINFIN,XOINF_ & VnlNF _AV BE RLA_K IF
OUTER BOUNDARY I_ TO _E READ,
*** CARD I IffvmIAIT,R(10] - FORMAT(@IS,FIO.01
(BLANK CARD MAY e_ INPUT IF COh_TANT ACCELERATIOk
PARAMETER I_ USE_}
IEV - CONTROLS COMPLEX JACOBI FIGENVALLJE PROCEnURE.
[OPTIMUM ACCELERATION WITH R_AL _IGENVALUE_ IS
OVER-RELAXATION. OPTIWIJw _ITW IMAGINARY I_
UNDER-RELAXATION, NO THFORETICAL OPTIMUM 18 KNOWN
FOR COMPLEX EYGENVALUE$,)
-l I UNDERmRELAX=
0 I WEIGWTED AVERAGE,
el I OVEHuRELAX,
IAIT - NONmZERO VALUE CAUSES VARIARLE ACCELERATION
PARAMETER FIELD TO _E PRINTffD,
R(|O) - CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR VARIARLE ACCELERATIO h
PARAMETER FIELDm FIELD I$ FROZEN wWE_ _AXlMUM
ABSOLUTE CHANGE ON FIELD I_ LESS THAN RCtO].
(TYPICALLY O,OI)
*** CARD I INFAC,INFACO - FORMAT(EI_]
(CAN RE USED TO AID CONVERGENCE BY CONVERGING A
SMALLER FIELO FIRST AND USING TwI! REiULT TO PRODUCE
&N INITIAL GUE$! FOR k LARGER FIELD, BLANK CARD
MAY RE INPUT If ?HI8 FEATURE I_ NOT TO BE II!ED,
!TANDARD I! TO NOT U!E TWI! FEATURE,|
INFAC = NUMBER OF !TEP! IN ATTAINMENT OF OUTER BOUNDARY.
POSITIVE DOUBLE! OUTER BOUNDARY AT EACH 8TEP_






























































t {INCREASE MAGNITUDE IF DIVEWGENCE _CCUR$)
t
* INFACn - INITIAL STEP IN ATTAINMENT OF OiITER BDU_DAWY,
, (LINEAW ATTAIk_E_T ONLY)
*** CArD I $1ZE,RATIO,_IST,XBIw_B_YRIeYm_ - FORmAT(IF)0,0)
(C)MIT IF NO PLOTS DESIRED= I,Fo= IF IPLOT IS ZFwO)
SIZE = PLOT SlZE IN Y=DIWECTION, (TNCH_B)
[TYPICALLY 8,0)
RAIl0 = I0 X AND Y PLOT _CaLES ARE E_UAL,
>0 X A_D Y PLOT SCALES ARE AnJIJSTE_ 80 THAT THE
PLOT I$ SQUARE,
(IYPICALLY 0)
nlST - GOULD PAGES REOUEST(X=DTRECTIDN)p EITHER 10 OR 20,
(TYPICALLY tO,O)
_BI,XB_ - _INIWUM A_D MAXIMUM W-VALUE8 TO BE PLOTTEO_
(ZERO8 PLOT ALL)
YBIeYB2 = MINIMU_ AND uAXI_UM Y=VALUE$ TO BE PLnTIED,
(ZERO8 PLOT ALL)
*** AFTER THIS INPUT, READ IN BODY COORDTNATF$ = FORWATCEFtOmO)
_et
*** TF NO COORDINATE SYSTEM CONTROL 18 TO RE USED, FnLLOW TMESE CARDS
*** *ITH T_REE BLINK CARDS, TF CONTNnL I$ TO BE USED, *lSF THE
*** FOLL0.1NG I_PUT RATwFR THAN THF BLANK CARDSl
*** INPUT FOR COORDINATE SYSTE M CONTROL= USE TWO 8ETSe ONE FOR
*** XI-LINE CONTROL AND ONE FOR ETA=LINE CnKTROL,
*** (THIS DATA 18 RFA_ I_ SUBROUTINE SOR.) I
#
*** CARD I ITYPwITYP,NLN=NPTeDECwAMPFAC = FDQMAT(Ab=I_I_F|O=0)
ATYP = TYPE OF ATTRACTION e (Xl FON XI'LINE ATTRICTION_
* ET_ FOR ETA-LINE ATTRACTION,) LEFT JUSTIFIED,
* ITYP - ZERO GIVE8 ATTRACTION ON BOTH $1DES,
* NON=ZERO GIVES ATTRACTInN ON CONVEX SIDE AND
, REPULSION ON CONCAVE 81_E,
e NLN = NUMBER OF ATTRACTION LINES,
l
• NPT = NUMBER OF ATTRACTION POINTS,
* OEC - NON-ZERO DEC U_E8 DEC FOR BECAY FACTOR,
• AMPFAC= NON=ZERO AMPFAC WULTIPLIE$ ALL AMPLITUDES
• BY AMPFACI
**• CARO$(NLN) I JLN_ALN_DLN - FDRMAT[§W=IS_F[0,0)
• (OMIT IF NLN I8 ZERn)
• JLN = ATTRACTION LINE INhEW,































* nL_ = DECAY FACT_ FnR LT_E XTT_AC?IO_J, 3hi
C * 362
*** CA_S(NPT) I IPT,JPT,APTe_PT - FnWMAT(_I_,2FI_.Q) ]_
C * (O_TT IF _PT T$ ZEkn) 3b_
C * TPTwJPT - ATT_ACTTOh POINT INDICES. 36_
C * 367
C * APT - A_PLTTU_F (NFGATIVF REPEL$_ WOQ POINT ATTrACTIOn. 368
C * 36q
* f)PT - _ECAY FACTO_ FO_ P_INT ATT_ACTI_. 370
C * 371
C *** FOLLOW TMF COORDINATE SYSTE_ C_TROL CAR_S wITH THE 37_
C *** FOLLOWING CADOt _T_
C * 37.
C *** CArD I IFaC.TRTTeEFAC m FO_MAT{_ISeKIO.O) ]75
C * (CAN BE USED T_ AID CONVERGENCE HY CO_vERGING ;IELn 37k
* _IT_ LESS ATTRACTION FIRST A_O D_TNG TWIS RESULT 377
C * A_ TH_ INITIAL GHE_S F_ ST_N_E_ ATTRACTION, ]T_
* BLANK C_RD -LIST RE INPUT TF TwTS FEATURE I_ _OT USED. 3To
C * STAN_AR_ IS TO NOT USE THIS FEATI_IRE . _UT TT8 LISE MAY 380
* _E _ECESSARY _TTH STRONG ATTRACTION,) 381
C * _FAC - NUWRER OF STEP_ IN ADOITI_h 0F INMOMOGENEOUB T_M, _3
C * POSITIVE OOUflLES INHOM0_ENEOUS TERM AT EACW STEP, 3_Q
* NE_ATIVF INCWFASE_ INMO_OGE_tEOU$ TER_ LTNEARLY, 38_
C * (INCREASE MAGNITUnE IF _IVERGENCE OCCURS,) 386
C * 38T
C * IRIT - NONmZERO VALUE CAUSES INWO_nGENFOUS TERM TO BE $_
C * PRINTED, 38q
C * 390
C * EFIC - MULTIPLE OF CONVERGenCE C_ITERIO_ TO RE USE_ FOR ]gt
C * INTERMEDIATE CONVERCENCF BETWEEN AOnITI_NS OF ]9_








C A CALL TD PSEUDO INITIALIZES THE GRAPHIC OUTPUT SYSTEM, THIS MUST _Ot
C BE THE FIRST CALL FOR GRAPHICS IN ORDER TO GENERATE PLDT DATA Q02
C IN THE FORM DF A DEVICE INDEPENDENT PLQT VECTOR FILE, _03
C k CALL TO LEROY _LOW8 TMF 8PFED FO_ GERBER F_R LTOUIO INK PEN, _0a




RE_O (§_bSO) C|,C_BDY QO_
READ iS,k20) IMAW.JMAXeNBDYeITEReIGE8.1DISK,I*IR,TWINTLeIWFINeIGEO _10
IF (IMAW,GT,NOIM) wRITE (6e700) IMAX_NDIM _11
IF (JWAW,GT,NOIM|) WRITE (6,?_0} JMAX.NDI_[ U12
IF (IMAX,GT,NDIM,OR,JMAW,GT,NDIM[) STOP [ _15
READ (Se6_O) IPLOT_IPLTR,NCOPY_LINWTI,LINWT_NUMBReNUNBRI_I _1_
tIKIPI_IIKIP_ _[_
REAO (§_q60) NBSEG.NRSEG _16
IF (NB|EG,OT,MNBBEG) WRITE (_,qtO) NBSEG,MNBOEG _|7
IF (NR|EG,GT,MNRDEG) WRITE (6#9_0) NRBEGeMNRBEG _18
IF (NB|EG.GT,MNB|EG.OR.NRSE_,GT_MNR8EQ) 8TOP Z _19









































RE_D POINT8 ON BOOIE_ AND








































Ie (LBnY(L).EQ.LBnYO) IIIIIeISEN _2
IF (L_DY(L).NE.LBDY(LeI]] I2mT2-TSE_J _93




GO TO (_Owl&O._Oe160). TGOIO ,98
C**** BOTTOM OR TOP .99
60 IF (LBBID(L),EQ,l} j=! SO0
IF (LBBIOCL),EQ,3) JmJMAX S0I
IF (NRBEGmEGmO) GO T0 gO _O_
IF (L,LT,LISEG] Gn TO 90 S0]
IF (LBDY(L]) Q0o?0eQ0 S0Q
70 CJLL BNORY (XmY,JIIImI2mLB$10(L}pYI_FI_eAINFINmXOINF#YOIN_wNINF_ _0_
INDIM} 50b
GO TO 130 S07
90 DO _00 XmKl,X_ 50B
IIII÷(KmKI)*IBEN S09
100 RE_ (S,850) W(T,J],Y(I,J} 51_












IF (LBOY(L),EQ,LROY(Lel]) GO 70 2bO 5_3
IF (NR_EGmEOm0eAND_NBOYmGTmI) GO TO _0 5_
X(II+IBEN_J)mW.6 5_
YfI2+IBEN_J)aYQa 526
GO TO _0 5_?
C*** LEFT OR RIGMT S_8
160 IF (LBSIDCL],EQ,Z) Iml 5_9
I_ (LBBIDCL),EQ,#) TmIM_X 530
IF (NROEG,EQ,O) GO 70 190 S]l
IF (L,LT,LTSEG) GO TO 190 S$Z
IF (LBDY(L)) 190_t70_190 533
170 C_LL BNDRY (X.YeI,I|_I_LBBIO(L),YINFIN,_TNFINeXOINFmYOINF_NINF_ 5}_
INDIM) 5$5
GO TO _$0 _)b
190 DO _00 KIKI_K_ S]?
JmIItCK-Wt)*ISEN S38
















IF (NRSEG.EO.O} GO Tn 3_0
no ),0 LmI,NRSEG
IGOTOmLR$10(L)








































_lO CALL GUE$$A (I_AX,JMAX,NDI_wXpY.XBMAX,WBMINpyRMAX,y_MINeYINFI_w_.NB
IEGeLRIpLR2,LIIeLI2,LRSID,LIBIDeIGE$oIGEn)









IF (NBDYeEQml) GO TO _aO
_0 WRITE (_0)
60 TO .TO
_0 wRITE (km_go) NCO_¥,LINWTE,$1ZE_RATIO
QT0 CONTINUE
































S_O ,_ITE (6,71e) (Y(I.J).ImI.I_AX)
_RITE (6,6Q0)
570 TK (ZDISK.EU.O.n_.TDISK.EQ._) _P TO 6_
_RITE (10,q80) C1
wRITE (lO,gSO) C2











IF (IPLOT.GT.O) _0 Tn 61n
STOP











&TO FORMAT {/]TXe*BODY_FITTED COORDINATE SY_T_M*tt_IX,*TRA_FOR_ED 80D
IY. *,8AtOIt_IX_*FtELD PARAMETERS, NU_RER OF XI=LINE8 sw,Igt3RXe* N
_UMBER OR ETA-LINES • *,I_t/ItqX,* ITF_ATION PARAMETEmS! $OR ACCEL
]ERATION PARAMETER • *,FS,St_ZX,* MAXI_u_ NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLO
_wEO u *,I=/3_X,* ALLOWABLE ITERATIO_ ERROR NORMSl Xl *,E10,_/75
SX_* Yl *,E|O,S)
bBO FORMAT {I_IX_*NO PLOTS DESIRED*)
650 FORMAT (/EIX,*PLOT PARAMETERS1 COPIES DESIRED • *I3/_?x,* LINE*,
1*wEIGHT _ES_RED • *I3t_qxe*PLOT SIZE TN YoDIRECTIDN • *F§,]/3qX_*R
|ATlO I *_F8,$)
?00 FORMAT (*0--- ERROR ---- IMAX TO0 LARGE*,IOX,*IMAXs*,TS_SXn*MAXI_U
tM IB*,IS/t6X,*INCREASF NDIM IN OATA STATE.ENT AND*,* FIR8T DI_ENSl
_ON OP X,V_RETA,RXI_ACC,TACC_*/16X,eALSO*,* INCREASE nIMENSTON OF
SXPLOT AND YPLOT TO MAXIMUM OF*,* NDIM AND NDIMI PtUS _,*)
710 FORMAT (_Xe10F11.S)
?_0 FORMAT (*Omo- ERROR ..o= JMAX TOO LARGEteIOXetJMAXi*e_eSXeeMAXtMU







































2SION OF X,Y,WETA,RXIewACCoTACC**IIbX,,ALSn,** INCREASE _IMENSION O T21
3F WPLOT AND YPLOT TO MAXIMUM OF*,m NDIM A_O NDIM| PLUS 2**) T22
?]0 FORMAT (/21We*INITIAL GUESSES FDW X AND Ye) 723
7UO FORMAT (/_Xe]3(JM,)wq_p,XmARRAymSw_](|Ht)} 72Q
TSO FORMAT (SXw*JmeI_} 725
T60 FORMAT (/_Xw35(tH,)egxetY.ARRAY,BXw_](IH_}) 726
?TO FORMAT (/StW,*FINAL VALUES./) 727
T80 F_RMAT (2|Ww*ITERATION DIVERGE8,,) 728
?gO F_RMAT (2tXw*ITERATION 18 CnNVERGING RLIT DOE8 _OT REACM ERROR TOLE 729
IRJNC[8 IN *I3e* ITERATIONS.*) 730
800 FORMAT (2|We*ITERATION CONVERGE$,,) 731
8tO FORMAT (/21Xw*INItIAL ITERATION ERROR _,_RM$1 Xl *wE|O.Se* YI _eE 7_2
tlO,Sw* AT ITERATE i |*/2IX**FINAL ITERATInN ERRQP,,, NORMS1 Xl 7_
2*wElO,Sw* YI *eE|O,So* AT ITERATE #*,I_) 73Q
820 FORMAT (215,F10.0)
830 FORMAT (2F|O.O) 7_5
736
850 FORMAT (21Xo*LOCkTION OF MAXIMUM TTE_ATIO_I ERRORI Xl I=*I_p*,Jm*Z5 737
l/SOXe*Yl II*I_we J=*IS) T]_
860 FORMAT (/21XweNUMBER OF BODIES TN FIELD 1.I5) 739
870 FORMAT (*OUNIFORM ACCELERATION PARJMETER USED**) ?gO880 FORMAT (_15)
890 FORMAT (61S) 7WI
7_2
qO0 FORMAT (TFIO,Op2IS) 7_3
q|o FORMAT (*O_w. ERROR ._._ NBSEG TOO LARGF*,IOX_*NBSEGIe_I_eSXe*MAXI 7_
IMUM IS*,I3/16X,*INCREASE MNRSEG IN _aTA 8TATEMEN T AND,o, DIMENSIO N TQ5
28 OF LB8IO_LBt,L_2,L_OY_L8EN,,) 7_6
q20 FOWMAT (*O*=w ERROR .-.= NRSEG TOO LARGEI,IOX_*NRSEGle_I$_§W_*MAXI ?at
IMUM 18*_I3/IbX**INCREASE MNR8EG IN. DATA STATEMENT AND*_* DIMENSION TQ8
2S OF LRBID_LRI_LR2_LISIO_LII_LI2,LTYPE,,) TWq
q30 FDRMAT (cO--BODY 8E_MENTS''*//$W,*L*_2W,*LB8IDe_QX_,LBI._X_.LB2,_ TSO
I$W_*LBOY*//(Ia_I?)) ?St
9_0 FORMAT (*O--RE-EnTRANT 8EGMENTS''*I/$Xe*L*_2X,,L_SIO,,_X_,LR|,_X_ T52
I*LR2**2X_*LISIO*,_X,*LII*_X,*LI2,1/(I_,bI?)) 753
qSO FORMAT (*OeeOUTER BOLINOARYw.,//3X_,RA_IU s I,_FI2.B_IOWe,|NITII L AN TSg
|GLE s**Ft_,813W_*ORIGIN AT X I*,FI! 8;; Y s*_Ftt B//]Xe*NUMBER TS_ZOF _OINT$ =*,IS,lOW,IS,* STEPS IN*,_ tA_ OF ?S6NMENT _NFINITY,,IOW_,
]INITIAL STEP (LINEAR CASE) m*_I_) ?ST
_60 FORMAT (2IS_2F10,0) 7SB






9qo FORMAT (,OIMAXeJMAX_NBDYeITEReI_ESeIDISKelWIR_IWINTI__I_FIN_IGED I* 76_I,lOIS)
1000 FORMAT (,OIPLOTelPLTReNCOPY_LINWTI_LINWT2eNUMSR=NUM_RIe, 766
|*I|KIPI,ISKIP_ 1*,9IS) ?_T
|0|0 FORMAT {*ONBSE_eNRSE_ I*_I_) ?b8
1010 FORMAT (*OR(t)_R(2)_R(])_YINFIN,AINFIN,XOINF,YOINF_NINF I*/?F15.8, 76qtlS)
?70
|030 FORMAT (*OIEV,IAIT_R(IO) 1*_2IS.FIS,8) f?!
tOaO FORM.AT (*OINFAC,INFACO I*,_IS) T72
10§0 FORMAT (*08IZE_RATIO_DIST_XB|_XB2_yBI_yB_,_TFt2,8) 77_
1060 FORMAT (IXetT(IM*),* INPUT *e]O(1M*)) ?7_1070 FORMAT (tX,t]O(tH,)) 775








C ********************* CIRCULAR OUTER BOUNDARY ***********************
C t
t $ THIS ROLITINE CALCULATE8 NINF XeY COORDTNATE8 AROUND A CIRCLE OF
C • RADIUS R AT EQUALLY 8PACED ANGULAR INCREHENT8 STARTING AT ANGLE A
C * (POSITIVE COUNTERoCLOCKWISE FRO_ POSITIVE x-AXIS] ANO PROCEEDING












GO TO (I0,30,I0,$0], LSID
Ct*** BOTTOM _R TOP






_0 O0 _0 KmKIoKE














C **_ PLOT ROUTINE • PLOT8 COORDINATE 8YBTBM AND SEGMENT DIAGRAM e_mwe
C *
C *********************************************************************
C DIMENSION LBBIO(1), LBt(1)e LBE(I]e LBOY(t), LRBIDCt]. LZ8IO(i]e L
IRI(I), LRE(I), LIICI), LIE(t)e LTYPE(I]







































































CALL MAXMTN _XeIMAX,JMAX,NOIMoXMAX,X_IN,IXMXe3XMXeIX_NejXMNelSKIp |I,I8KIPE)



































































50 CaLL LINE (XPLnTwYPLOT_KwI*O_Oe.OT}





















































CALL LINWT(IPLTRe-I)CALL NUMBER (O|-Wt_O|eMellIF[IPLTR,EQ'.|.OR.IPLTR.EQ.|}














































CALL PLOT (_].D3-HHH_2) 96]
CALL PLOT (D2pD$+Hww,]) 962
CALL PLOT (D2_D].Hw_w2 }" 963
GO TO £00 ¢b.
C**** LEFT OR RIGHT 9bS
90 IF (LBBID(L).EQ.2) O]w$CAL oh6
IF (LRBTDCL).EQ._) _]II_AX,BCIL gb7
LwTx-2 9_B
¢b9
IF (L.GE.LIBEG) LWTm.[ g70
IF(IPLT_.EQ,I,OR,IPLTR.EQ,2) CJll LIN_T(IPLTRoL_T) g71
CALL PLUT (D].Dle_) gT_
CALL PLOT (_3_npw2) g75
IF(IPLTRoEg. I.OR,IPLT_mEQ,2) CALL LINwT(IPLT_a_ ) Q7Q
IF (LBBTD(L),EQ.2) HI-H6 Q75
IF (LB$1D(L)mEQ,_) waN6-8! g7b
wMmBIGN(HTww)'B2*(|'O+$TGN(l'_'w))*n'l q77
HMHmBIGN(MS,H) g7_
CALL _IJMBE_ (D_W_DtwBIeFLDATCLBI(L_),O,O,.I) 979
CALL NUMBEP (D)+MeDP#SIjFLDAT(LR_(L)),O,Op.)) q_O
IF(IPLTR,EO,lo0_eIPLT_mEQ,@) CALt. LIN*TtTPLT_.I) 081
IF {L.LTmLIBEG ) CALL NUMBER (_3÷HH_tDI÷O_)IOm_$2,FI..OAI(LRDY(I.)) q_2
l,O.O_-l)
IF(L,_E.LIBE_)CALL 8Y_BOL(O_÷WM,{OI÷O_)*O.S_82elSy,O._.I) g_
I_(IPLTR,EQ,I.O_,TPL, TP,EO._) C_LL LTN_T{IPLTR,O) Q8_
CALL PL_T (D]÷HHH.OI,_) gB&
CILL PLOT (_]-HHH_|e2) get




Cw*** RE_ENT_NT 8EGMENT_ ,*** gg|
C _92
IF (NRBEGoEQ,O] GD TO 260 g9_
DO 2§0 LBI_NRBEG 995
DIILR_(L)*BCAL gg6
D_mLR?(L)*BCAL 997
IF(IPLTR,EQ, I,OR,IPLTR,EQ,)) C_LL LIN*T(IPLTR_O) gIA
IGOTOmLRBIO(L) ggg
GO TO (liO,l_O,llOel_O), IGOT_ 1000
C**** BOTTOM OR TOP - FIRST OF PAIR 1001
lln IF (LRBIDLL),EQ,I) n3mBCAL _00_
IF (LRBID(L),E_.]) DBmJM_Xe$CAL 100_
CALL PLOT (01_D]_$) [OOQ
CALL PLOT (D2_D3_2) [OOS
GO TO 13o
C_*_* LEFT OR RIGHT - FIRST OF PAIR 1006[007
120 IF (LMBIO(L),EQ,_) D3o$CAL 1008
IF (LRBIO(L),EQ,_) D3BIMAXm$C_L 100g






_0 TO (laOelSO,lOO,l_O)_ IGOTO 101_
C,m** BOTTOM OR TOP - BECOND OF PAIR 1015
laO IF (LIBID(L).EG.I) D6mBC_L lOlb
1017
IF (LI81OtL),EQ,3) D6BJM_X*BCAL 101B
CALL PLOT.(D_D_$) 101g
CALL PLOT COS_O6_) 10_0
74
GO T_ lb0




]hA TF(|PLTg,Eq,],OR,TPLTR,EQ,2) CALL L;N*T(IPLT_,_ 1
IGOTOILTYPE{L)
GO TO (170_l_OpiQO,200e_lOw22_), IGOTe




































































































































230 CALL PLOT CXACI)wYA(1).))
DO EaO NIE,NA
E,O CALL PLOT (XA(N),Va(N),E)
250 CONTINUE
TERMINATION SEQUENCE





******************** SETS PLOT LINE wEIGHT **************************t
;0 TO (IO.EO). IPLTR
10 CaLL LI_EWT(IPEN)
RETURN



























































_W_.CTIO_ E_ROW (v_IF,.vOLD.E_W_ILr. elFLDIJ FLmwlvER)
DTME_$IO_, TVEP(1)

















C PROJECTION FROM BODY SEGMENTS
C
TGEBuO






































































CF (XGE$8,EO,R,OR.ZGESS,GE,S) GO TO 1_













GO TO (_OebOe_OebO)w IGOTO




























GO TO (90oltOjgOwllO)e IGOTO






















































LINEAN PROJECTTO_ o IGE881





























































































































IF (IGESoEQ.3) GO TO ZOO




































































c **** TwI$ SU_ROoTIN_ CALCSJLATES TM_ _XI_;_ A_ MINIMUM VALUFS ******
C **** (IF A T*O-_IWENSTnNAL DATA A_RAY. ****_*
C *
C , T_PLI? DATAI
C *
C * Xm2-D _TA ARPAY _OSF MAXIMUM & _TNIMU_ IS T_ BE O£TERwINEn
C • I_AXmLARG_SI VALIJF or ;IRST SUBSCRIPT nF X TO RE SCANNED
£ • JMAXsLAR_ES? VALUE _r SECO_JO SUR$CRIPT _F X 70 BF SCANNED
C * NDIMmIST DIME_$IOK' OK X
C * ISKIPIaSKIP PARAMETFR FOR |ST INDEX OF X (?ME l INDEX)




• _AXmMAXI_UM OF X ARRAY
C * I_X,J_XmI,J L(}CATIP_ OF W-AX
C * W_TNmMINI_U, OF X ARRAY
























**** C_EFFICIENT| AND VARIABLE ACCELERATION PARA_ETERB ON **********
**** RE-ENTRANT 8.EGMENT8 ********_*

































































IF (TI,_EaOIO.AND.T_.GE,O.O) _0 TO BO
_F (Tt,LT,O,O.AND.T_,LT._,O] GO Tn 90
RJtBSGRTCAT1)*CSI*kG




















































































IF {ITYP,EQ,O) *RITE (bw2_O)
IF (ITYP,N[,O) wRITE (6e270)
IF (ATYPoEQ,ETA) wRITE (6o280]
IF (ATYP,EQ,XI) *RITE (6_Z90)
SET (_P JMPLITUDE AND OECAY FACTOR
IF (NLN,NE,O) REaD (5,210)
IF (NPT,NE,O] R_AO (S,220]
IF (DEC,LT,ZERO) GO TO _0
IF (NLN,EO,O) GO TO _0
OO |O LBIwNLN
10 OLN(L)IOEC




IF {NLN,EQ,O) GO TO 60
DO 50 LmI_NLN
50 _LN(L)B_LN(L)*IMPF_C




IF (NLN,N[,O) _RITE (6,_0)

















































































IF (NLNmEOmO _ GO TO 100
O0 90 LBIaNLN
TmAL_(L.]*EXP(-_LN(L)*IaHSfIJ-JLN(I ]5)





(NPTmEQ.O) GO TO I_0
170 LsI,_JPT
ItmIPT{L)
















(IRIT.NE.O) WRIT[ (_,250) {(I,J,RETA{I,j),TBI,IMAX),JmI,jMAX)
_00 FORMAT (*OEXPONENTTAL DECAY RMS.]
210 FORMAT (I10,2FIOofi)
220 FORMAT (2IS,IFIO.O)
2]0 FORMAT (IOATTRACTION LINES*IIQW,*J*oITX,*AMP*olSW,*DECAYmt(ISe2F2O
1.8]]
2_0 FORMJT (tOATTRACTION POINTS*t/QXe*I*_X,*J*,I?XwtAMP*_ISX,*DE_AY*e
1/(215,_F20,8))
_SO FORMAT (*O_HS*//b(]X,*I*,3X,*J*.6X,*R[TA -*)/(6(2I_,1E10,_* -*)))
_&O FORMAT (* - ATTRACTION -*)
_?0 FORMAT (* - ATTRACTION TO CONVEY _IOE, RE_UL$10N TO CONCAVE -*)
_80 FORMAT (*0--. ETa EQUATION RH8 e-at)

































































* LOGICAL COe, T_(_I_S I LACC - VArIAbLE ACCELFWAIIn_ PaRAUETER rilL n
. CO_veRG_ (TWRFLEVA_T IF LCONmT_LIE)
.
* LCrAC - AnDITTO_ eF I_Fn_nGE_r_i!$ TER_ COMPLETED
w
, L_C_ _ - CO_ST_T ACCELFkATIO_ PARAMETER.
* ACCEL_WATI_ _ PA_AmETE_ TYPE l I - ROT_ _V T_AGINARY {U_J_R_RFLAX)
* 2 - @OT_ EV REAL (OVER-RELAX)
* 12 - XI EV T_AGINAWYw ETA EV REAL
* 21 - Xl Ev REAL, ETA _v I_AGINARY
nTwENSIO_ -ACC(NDT_,I), RETA(_DIM_I),





_ATA XI,_?A/_Xl ,_wETA .'
n,TA PII$,I.ISq?_53591


























IF (ATY_.EG.ETA) CALL RH8 (R_IMAX_jMAW_NDTM_NLN_N¢T_ATYP_ITYP_D[Ce
IAMPFAC,_ETA]
I_ (ATYPeEQ.XI) CALL RH8 (R_IMAXeJMAX,NOIMeNLNeNPTeATYPeITYPeDECeA
IM_FACeRXI)
READ (5_610) ATYP,ITYPeNLN_NPT_EC_AMPFAC
IF (ATYP,EU,ETA] CALL RH8 (R,IMAX_JMAX_N_M_NLW_NPT_ATYP_ITYP_O_C_
IAMPFAC,RETA)





































































IF tIDIRK,EQ.2,0R,IDISK.EQ,3) GO TO 50
;0 70 6O







IF (IENDeNE,3) G_ TO 100
KOst
GO ?0 80














IF (NRSEG.EQ.O) GO ?0 7_
O0 70 LIIeNR_Ee
70 NPTBNPTsLR_(L)-LRt(L).!



























































































































IF (TI,GE,O,O,_ND,T_,G[,O_O] GO Tq
IF (TI.LT.O.OmAND.T_..LT.O,O) GO T_
RJIII_RT(AT1)*C$%*AG




















































































































































































































GO ?_ }90 1072
ROT_ _ _nTTO_ 1_7_


















GO TO _90 189_
_OT_ ON TOP 1093


















GO TO ]gO IgIZ
ON LEFT, ONE ON RI_T 191$

























ROT_ ON LEFT |9$1
I912

















GO TO 390 _95!
ROTH ON RIGHT [9S_




















STORE INITIAL ITERATION ERROR HORN|
R(IZ]PR(II)/FLOAT(NPT)












C _AITE ITERATION ERROR NORM8 1981
1982
C




C CHECK TO SEE IF ITERATION I8 COMPLETE 1987
C
C,Wt* CHECK VARIABLE ACCELERATION PARAMETE_ FTELD C_VERGEhCE 1988
1980
LACCmR(tl},LT,R(tO) 1990
IF CLEON} LACCm,TRUE, 1991
IF (LACE) R(II)eO,O
C*,** CHECK INTERMEOIA'TE FIELD CONVERGENCE REFO_E INEREABIN_ 1992
1993
C**** COORDINATE ATTRACTION 199_
IF (LCF&C} GO T_ _0
IF (R[_],GT,EVAC,OR,R(_),GT,EKAC) GO TO _20 1905
1996




IV (IFAC.GT.O_ CFICuE,OICFAC 2000





_RITE (6e67_) CFAC 200_
U20 CONTINUE 2006
C**** CHECK INTERMEDIATE FIELO CONVERGENCE REVORE _OVING 200T
Cew*m OUTER BOUNDARY 2008
IF (INCOUNeGEeIABB(INFAC)) GO TO _30 2009
IF (R(_},LToEINFoAND, R(S)*LT*EINE) _ Tn _90 _OIO
• C**** CHECK F_ELO CONVERGENCE E011
_30 IF (R(_},LT,R(2),ANOtR(_), LT,R(3)] _0 TO _9_ 201_
C**** PRI NT VARIABLE ACCELERATION PARAMETER FTELD AT 8TART OF ITERATION |01_201_
IF (IAIT.EQ.O) GO TO _SO 201_
IF (K.N[._} GO TO _SO _OZ6
WRITE (69680) _OIT
DO _0 JSl,JMAW
wRITE (6,690) J 2018





C ITERATION 00E8 NOT CONVERGE 202.
C
C_*_* WRITE PARTIALLY CONVERGED 80LUT_ON TO DIBK _0_
i_ _RITE (1|_7|0) LACCeLCONeCFAC_LCFAC_IRCOUNeINCOUN_CINFAC_KeIEV*IFA 202&
ZCeEFAC_JHXMI_IMXMI.JMXPteC|I_CBJ_NPT_INFAC_EINF_IEN O _027
WRITE (II.?]0} (R(1).IBI.I3) 2028
WRITE (11_?)0) ((W(I_j)_y(I_J)_RXI(I.J).RETA(I.J)_wACC(I.J}.III.IM iO@q
_030
IkX).Jn1_J_AX}
C**** PRINT VARIABLE ACCELERATION PARAMETER FIELD _0$1Z032
IF (IAIT.EG,O} GO TO _70 _033
WRITE (6,680} 203u
O0 _60 j_I_JMAW 205S
wRITE (6_690) J
WRIT[ (6_700) (TACC(I_J)_WACC(I_J)_I|I_ IMAX_ _036
_60 CONTINUE 2037
_70 CONTINUE _0)8








C**** MOVE OUTER BOUNDARY
OINFACmCINFAC










Gn TO (_00o520_S00_5_0)p IGOT_
























wRITE (&,TO0} (TACC(I_J),_ACCfI,J%,IBI,IMAX}$60 CONTINUE
RETURN
S?O FORWAT t*|*#|SX,mITERATION ERROR NORMS*//}
SO0 FORMAl (I_)[IS.S_F_O.S_SL|O)
S_O FORMAT {IIS,IFlO.O,I_)
600 FORMAT {eO*#I_#* STEP8 IN ADDITION OF INMOMOGENEOU8 TERM. INTERM
IEOI&TE CONVERGENCE FACTOR I*_F|_,_)
&20 FORMAT (*0----- MAXIMUM NORM8 OF ITERATE CHANGESI._OX.eLOGICAL CON
|TROL_m//eOITER_TEs_$W_,X_NORMm_gX_,Y_NORMm#?X_eACCmNORM_?X,_AVG,A
_CCmPARA**_bX_*LACC*_SX_ILCFACI_X_wLCONI )
&]O FOR.IT (*OLOGICAL CONTROLS I LACC - VARIABLE ACCELERATION*_, PARAM
IETER FIELD CONVERGED (IRRELEVANT IF LCONITRUE)I//_OWtiLCFA C . AODI





































































FORMAT (*OCOMPLEX EIGENVALUE P_CEDIJR¢ ! UN_EW°_ELAX*_
FORMAT (*OC_MPLFX EZGE_VACUE DR_CEDU_F I _ETGWTE_ AVERAGE*}
FOR.AT (,OCn-PLEx _TG_NVALUE PR_CEnURF I _VE_=_ELAX*)



















































Sample Case Output" Simply-Connected Region
ZMAX,J_AA,N_QY,ITE_#I_LS,10I_,InlR,L*INTL,I*PlN,IGE0 I dl
IPLOT,IPLTR,NCUPYeLI_*II,LI_T_,NUM_,N_MB_t,I$_I_I,I_KIP_ I
NB_EGeNH$EG I U Q
_(I},_(_},N(_),¥INFIN,AINFI_,XU1NF,YUI_FeNINF S
l,BO000OO0 .0_010000 .00O]O0_0 0,00000000
IEVpIAII,_(10) I o 0 0.0DOQ0000
I_FACeINFACQ 8 0 0
21 0 100 O L L 0 0 0
1 ] I 0 0 0 0 1 1
OmOOOOO000 O,O00OOOOO O,O0000000 0
SIZEFRArI0,OISTeXBI,XB_,YBL,YB_ B,0OO00000 0,0VO00000 10,00000000 0,00000000 0,OOO00O00 0,00000O0o ODD0000000
L_DY
INITIAL STEP {L|NEAW CA_[) • 1
$1MPLV-C0_NECTED NEGIUN
INITIAL GoES$ T_PEI 0
--BODY _EGMENT$--
L LB$1U Ldl L_





0_IGl_ AT X • 0,0000000,)





INITIAL ANGLE • 0o00g0000O
, Y • g.000O0000
I _TEPS I_ aTTAINmENT OF INFINITY
UNIFO_ _ ACCELERAI_U_ PArASiTE w U$_.
TEST CASE * BUOY-FITTED COORDINATE SYSTEM
SImPLY-CONNECTED REGION
BODY-FITTEO EOOR_INATE SYSTE_
T_&NSFOWMEQ UOOYt KEY _E&T _MAFX
F_ELU PARAMETERS, NUMBER UF XIJLINE_ • _I
N_MBEH OF ETa-LINkS • _I
ITERATION PANAMkTER$! SU_ ACCELEHAIION PARAMETER • l.O0gO0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITE_ATION_ _LLO_ED • tOO
ALLO*ABLE ITERATION [NROR NON_I X| t|DOoOE*0J
Vl olOO00_-O$
NUMBER UF BODIES IN FIELQ : 1
PLOT PARd,ETC.5! CUPIE_ QL$1_EQ • 1
LINE_EIGMT OE$1_ED • O,
PLOT S_ZE _N YeOINECTION • _,000
RATIO • O.OO0
LOGICAL CUNTNU_S S LACC - VARIABLE ACCELERATION P_N_METER FIEL_ CUNVEWGEO (IMHELEVINT IF L{ONmTRUEJ
LCFAC - AUDITION UF _NM0_O_ENEOUS TER_ CU_PLETED
LC0_ - UNIFUH_ &CCELEHATION PARAMETER
93
Sample Cases
94 Sample Case Input: Simply-Connected Region




21 21 0 100
0
1 1 21 =1
1 21 o1
3 21 1 "l








































0 1 1 0 0

















































































































I,_0000000 ,00010000 ,00010000 OmO000000O
IEv,laIT,R(IO) | 0 0 0,00000000
I_FAC,INFAC0 1 0 0
_I 0 IO0 0 1 ! 0 0 0
l ] 1 0 0 0 0 l 1
0,00000000 0.00000000 Q,00000000
$_ZEeRATLO#OIST_XBIf_B_rYBI,Y_2 8,OUO00000 O,OUOOOODO lO,O0000000 OmO0000000 O.OUOOO_O0 OtOOOOOOOO OmO0000000
L_OY
INITIAL STEP ILINEA_ CASE) •
SIMPLv-CONNECTE0 REGION
IN|TI&L GUESS TYPEt 0
*-BODY S_GMENT$--
L L_SIU LBI u_




OR_IN _T X • 0,00000000





INITIAL aN_Lk • 0e00gO0000
_ • Om00000000
I STEPS IN alT&IN_LNT OF INFINITY
unIFORM A_CELERATIU_ P&_AM_TE w U]_O,
TEST CASE - _OOY-_ITIE0 COUROINaTE STITEM
$1_PLY-C0NNECTED _EGION
UODY-FITT_ C00_INalE $YSTE_
TRANSFO_E_ UOOY, KEY SEAT S_FT
FIELO PAWA_ETEH$, NUMBER UF XI-L_N[$ • _|
NUMBER O_ ETa-LINES • _1
ITER_TION PaRAeETER$I SO_ ACCE_LMAIION PARAMETER • I,B0OO0
MAXIMUM NUMH_W 0F ITEWATION$ &LLO_LD • I00
ALLO_BLL ITLRaTION ERROR h0N_@l Xl ,I0000E-0_
YI mlOO00_'O_
nU_E_ oF UOOIE$ IN FIEUD I I
PLOT PARaMETeRS| COPIES _ESIREQ • 1
LINEmEIGMT DESIWED • O.
PLOT SIZE In Y-DIW_CTION • _00O
RaIIU • 0,O0Q
LOGICa& CONTRUL$ I LACC - VaRIaBLE aCCELERATiON PARAMETER FIELQ CONVEWG[D (I_R[LEVINT IF LCONITRUEI
LCFAC - A_DITION UF INMO_OGENEUUS TERM CU_GETE0








I 5TLP3 |N AOOITION UP ZNMOMOG[NEUU8 T[_M e
1,000U0000 OF INHOM0_ENLOU$ TE_
I,0000U000 UF 0UTb_ _OUNDJ_Y



















































































































INTL_MEO|AI[ CONVENGENCE PAGTQR • 100,00000000
_VG,_CC
LOGIck_ CONTW06I
PA_A. _CC L_FAC _CON
OOO00 T T T
00000 T T T
8000O 1 l T
8OOOO T T T
80000 T T T
800QO T l T
80000 T 1 T
80000 T T T
80000 T l T
80000 I T T
80000 T T T
80000 T T T
80000 T T T
80000 f i T
80000 T T T
8O0OO T T T
80000 T T T
80000 T T T
BOO00 T T T
80000 T T T
80O00 T T T
,80000 T T" T
80000 T T T
80000 I T T
80000 T T T
BOO00 T T T
80000 T T T
80000 T l T
_0000 T T T
80000 T 1 T
BOO00 T T T
BOO00 T T T
1.80000 T T T
1.80000 I I T
1_80000 T T T
l.BO000 T T T
1,80000 T T T
1,80000 T T T
lm80000 T T T
lmB0000 T T T
1.80000 T T T
IMP0000 i T T
1,80000 T T T
ImSO000 T T T
lmSO000 1 I T
lm_O000 T l T
98




I_{T_AL [TE_AT_0N [RROR NUKMSI Xl ,77167E-0| Yl e|8730[_00 AT _TERATE I
FINAL ITk#ATION [RHOR NURNSI Xl ,5507gE-0_ YI 178160[-0g AT _TERAT[ # 4b
LuCATIO_ UF .AXI_U_ |Tb_ATION [HRORI Xl |x 5_JI 4




O, ,37_1E*00 .b2932E÷O0 ,8290_E_00 _9_b30E_O0 .lO00OE+Ol m95650_00 ts_QO4[tOO i_l_[tO0 ,_7_k|[900
.IESOOE÷O0
-_1_+_-_e_5E*_-*_5_E*_u°_j_E*_-*7_8_5E*_8]59_*_*B_8_E_?_49_$_5_$_E_-_89E_
-,_1931E-05 ,3128BE*00 .55130[*00 .Y25aTL+O0 ,82281E*00 .835_0E*00 ,7685ZE*00 ,63b61[*00 ,_tSSIE*O0 =ll71_[*O0
_i_500b+O0
Jm $
-._970E-UQ ._EeO0 .qb_9_+O0 .bOTQdEeO0 mbT_gT_eO0 .bb_Sb_tO0 m_g_J|ke00 .Q_Q_EeO0 e_b||b(#O0 e_Q_||eOO
m1_5OOb÷O0
-_leq2oE=U_ ,_Ob_gE*O0 ,_7l_bE÷O0 ,_7867EtOU ,5_1_8E.00 .508_E+00 mQSSb_E$O0 t$8|tSEfO0 _i9905_+Q0 ,_lbll|$O0
,12500E_OO
J= 5
-,eU85_E-05 ,|55_5E*00 ,_781_E_0o ,3590JE_00 ,$9_3_E+00 ,_lb_E÷O0 ,36_0|L+00 ,$1592[_00 ,_07|[_00 ,|9933[t00
.12500E_00
J= b




=_J_bEoU5 .855_qE-01 mlbOO_E*O0 ._1589E*00 ._50tSE*OO ._6_OE*O0 ._602_E*00 ,2Q_88E+O0 ._1S0_£_00 .1774|[*00
=l_500E+OO
-_5_E_1e95_E__E+_°_9_8_*_°'_97_E_'_775E÷_2_1_7_*_*_789S_13_8E_=_e9_y1Ee_1
m_6_qSE-05 .bqOoSE-o! .IJOSBE*O0 .1789bE$00 ._11J7E_O0 ._775E900 ._97_E*00 .2tgb/E*O0 .1995bE+00 .16q5$[*00
J=
-_5_E*_ej_+_°_6_9E*_E_'_59_E_]_Et_°_8_7_E*_E_e_1_99_*_*5_e_Ee_|




._,bgaE-o5 .qgJtq[-01 .9;SJSE-O! .[_233[*00 .10065E*00 .1787i[*00 .1868ZE*00 .tSS?;[*O0 .tTiiS[*O0 .;57J1[*00
.l_bOOb*O0
J= 11















,7105_Lo05 ,_l_E-Ot ,50005L=01 ,7_a73E=O ,9_OeaEoo! ,10817E÷00 ,12063E_00 ".1_34E_00 ,t]aO6E*O0 ,15180E+00
.t_5OOE*O0
J# t7








.110]Ot-Ob ,_tqSeE-_i ._9_-0_ .b_EteE-Ot .7_86_E-01 .957bSE=O| .tO5EOE*O0 .ItiS_E_O0 .t_tOaE_O0 .1_5$8Ee00
,l_bOOE_O0
J= _0




O, ,_O000Eo01 ,aOO_OE*01 ,eOOOOE-01 ,80000E-U! ,_O000E=01 ,tOOOOE_O0 ,IIO00E*O0 .11500E+00 ._O00E*O0
.|_500E÷O0
,_9_15E*00 ,9_710E+0_ ,77715E*_0 ,55919E+OU ,_q_$7[÷000, _.29_$TE+OO-.sSqtqE+OOe,7171SE+OO-e_7|_E_O0
..IO000E_OI..9_71_E÷OO-.77715E+OO-.55919E+OO-o_9_37E+O00. ._9_7E+00 .5591qE+00 .777_SE_00 .9_71_E_00
._9_|5[*00
J.
._oOOE+O0 .9_7_oE+00 .8_b_gE÷O0 .bSO?OE+Og ._SbE+O0 ._9_lE+OOee|_O_SE+OO*e_90_E+OO°ebO_9_+O0_*7530_900
-.St_OOE*OO*.7550_E+OO-.bO_90_+OO-.3_O]gEeOO*e_JO_E+O0 ._9_5[e00 ._18bt_eO0 .6_O?a[+O0 .8_b_[÷O0 .93707E900
,_860UE*O0
J= 3
.97800E+00 ,95897EegO .85767E*O0 .7_515E_OU .55959[+00 ._Ug/_EeO0
-.b_b75E+OO*._9_E*OO=.$_qJ_E*OO-.tgO_E+O0 .Sb511E-Ot .30989E+00
.q7800E÷O0
.97000E_00 .q$O_SE*OO .87507E*00 .77539E_00 .b_680E*O0 .a568_E$O0
-.33_5_E÷OO*._8565E+OO=.ISt93E*O0 .3833_E-0[ ._5_bE÷O0 ._5901E+00
._7000E+O0
J= 5
.ge_oOE+O0 .gJ|8_L900 0_055E_00 .80abgt_OU .70_lbE_O0 .57_60E900
-,$t77eE-O! ,7_859E-o_ ,lt_E*u_ ,_608=E÷00 ,_13_E*00 ,57_83E*00
.9_OOE+O0
,95_001900 ,q_bb_eO0,08_G[*O0 ei_||_)O0 i?_O/_eOO e/_i4_)O0
,_$0_5[*00 ,_5l=lE*O0 ,$_7§0E*00 ,_ZTb_E*O0 .5587aE*00 ,bmtSSE_O0
._5_00[*00
,5b38=E-Ot-,IgOS?E_OO-,399_OE*OO-.$a_gSEgO0
,51970E+00 ,?_5_[$00 ,8S770E900 ,95098E900
,ZS2OIE+O0 .38149EoOle,tS_O_E*OOo._OS?OE_O0
,63696E_00 ,?75_?E+O0 .87370E*00 ,_3_OE+O0
,a_tO8E+O0 ,2bObOE+O0 ,1;3_7E*00 ,719SJEoO_
,70_JIE+O0 ,80=73E+00 ,8_0$9E_00 ,93;_0|_00
,$_OSek*O0 .4_TeSEeoe ,)&7_4*00 ,&Se_O|+OO













































































































.i95|#E*00 .b_lTZ*OO ,S35_S[$00 ,IkiOSEeO0 ,41i30|$it
._qJ_E$O0 ,717$0E*00 ,l$OqTleO0 ,ll_$1keO0 ,$||_Olell
.72515E*O0 .beEebk*o0 .60aSaE_O0 .S$lTtEegO ,StT_aE_O0
.7_blTk*O_ ,7_beL*O0 ,85721E*00 ,881L_E*O0 ,qL_EeO0
,Ta8etE*O0 ,bg8eSL÷UO .6b|bgE*O0 .i|_7_E*O0 ,_868_E900
.7_6_E_00 ,7eT_E*O0 ,8_1_3[*00 ,87g$OE*O0 ,91005E_00
,70683E÷O0 ,7@b35E*O0 ,b8885E*O0 ,eb8_aE+o0 ,eSllOEgO0
,TbbBeE*O0 .80705L.00 ,8_35E$00 .871@5E_00 ,gO_gOEeO0
,7_tb_E*O0 ,7aB53E+O0 ,?L83EE#OO ,bq]qtE+O0 .b77%gEtO0
.TBlb3E+O0 ,8l_gg£*O0 ,8_bSBE$O0 ,87517E$00 ,89997[_00
,Tq_lOE*O0 ,76705E*00 .7_@5qE900 ,7@$01E*00 ,71g3|EeOO
,79_u8E*O0 ,82175E*00 ,8_8_E_00 ,87316E*00 .sq53oEeO0
,80_99E*00 ,7829_E*00 ,?e3aOEgO0 ,7_7_8£*00 ,757$a[_00
,_0_97E_00 ,8@77qL_0 ,8S015[_00 ,87t_tE$O0 ,8909aE_00
,81_8LE*O0 ,7970lE÷00 ,78|17E_00 ,7_86]Ee00 ,760SkE#O0
,81_8LE+O0 ,8)_]eE+O0 ,85187E$00 mB_ST_ZeO0 ,IBb_]E_O0
,8_3q_EeO0 ,80q78E÷O0 ,7972_E#00 .7875@E$00 ,78094[_00
.83259E900 .821e3[*00 ,81_89E_00 ,80_40E*00 ,79%aTEgO0
,_3@58E*OU .8_15E*00 ,sssq_EeO0 ,8_77_[÷00 ,87qqSE#O0
.SatOaE,O0 .83ESbL*O0 .8ab53E*O0 .81973E*00 .81bOaEgO0
.B_IOLE_O0 .8aqesE*O0 .B_BSOE*O0 .857_ke00 _877_EeO0
._ga|E+Og ,8q_bSb÷O0 ,838a_EeO0 ,83_qE*O0 .8516bE*00
,8aq39E_O0 .855_1E*00 .8616EE900 .8eTq6E*O0 .8751_Ee00
.B5781E_O0 .85aa7E+oo .85087E*00 .8_818L$00 .Sab_gE$o0
,_57_0E_00 ,8bt51E÷O0 ,86538EeO0 .8bq_][$O0 ,87$7qE_00
.8bb$$E÷O0 ._6a7aE_O0 .86300E*O0 .8b|6?E_O0 ,SbO8_E_O0
.8_$3E_00 .SbSO_E+O0 .8_986E*00 .STtS_E*O0 .87558E$00
.87500E*00 ,87S0_k*00 ,11S00|*00 ,17|00|*00 ,ll|OOleOO
.87S00E900 .87SOO[*O0 .B?SOO[*O0 ,iTSO0|$O0 ,IT|lOWell
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Sample Case Input" Single-Body Field
T[$T CASE - BUOY-FITTED CUO_DINATE SYSTEM
8INGLE _ODY I KA_A_-T_EFFTZ AIRFOILe _b PU_NT8
K-T AZRFOZL #1
27 20 1 200 0 1 1 0 0
1 J 1 0 0 0 0 ! l
2
I 1 _7 "1
1 _7 0
2 I 20 _ 1 20
1,8
8tO
O,OU01 0,0001 5tO 0,0
0 0 0.0
0 0































1 1 100.0 ltO
21 I 100.0 1.0







Sample Case Output" Single-Body Field
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1 ] 1 r; U I, u L 1
O.Ol10OO00 n ))._O00OOOU 6.UOUU_nOI, _0
INIIIAL STEP &LLNEA. L_bEJ = |
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Sample Case Input" Double-Body Field
TEST CASE - _UDY-FITTEO COU_DINATE SYSTEM
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K-T AINFO[L-FLA_ #I
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1 L I lu -I
2 1 56 e_ "I
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Sample Case Plot: Double-Body Field
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VII. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE - SCALE FACTORS
After a coordinate system has been generated, the "scale factors" for
use in the solution in any partial differential equation transformed to the
rectangular transformed plane are generated and written on a disk file by
the main program FATCAT with its subroutine ABG, MXM , PARAI, PARA2, PARA3,
and WRDATA. Instructions for use are included in the listing of FATCAT.
Core must be set to zero at load time.
Dimensions. The standard program allows a maximum field size of 70 _ lines
and 60 n lines and requires a core size of 201,000 words for the Langley
Research Center's CDC 6000 Series Computer System.
Input Parameters. Explanation found with the sample test data, and program
listing.
Files. This program requires 2 essential files:
TAPE i - input tape - generated as TAPE10 by Program TOMCAT.







r *******,** _I$EI$SlPBI _TATE 2=D COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION *******_**
C * CDnRDI_aTE SYSTE M "SCALE FACTDRE*I ALPwA,B_TA,RAMAeSIGMA,TAUe
C * JAC_HTAN,DXIDWI,[)XlbETA,














































THE COORDINATE @VSTEw IS REAO _R_M nTSKCTAPEt] IN THE $_[
• DRW*T USEO BY TO_CAT TO *RITE ON _ISK. THE SCALE F_CTC.R8
kRF WRITTFN ON DISK(TAPE|O] IN ONE OF THF FOLLOWING FONM_T8,
SP_CIFIEO BY IFORM,
*** FORMAT _1 (IFORMmt) ***
_RIT[(tO,t} c]
_RITE(tO,t) IM_X,J_W.N_SEG,NWSEG,LISE_,NBDY








THE _RR_Y C CONTAINS THE F_CTOR$ FROM THE _ECOND POINT TO THE
PENULTIMATE POINT_ ON SECOND ROW TO THE PENULTIMATE ROW,
THE *RRkY C_ CONTAIN8 THE FACTORS ON THE RECT_NGULkR B_UNDkRY,
JmI,2,3,_ IN CS CORRE8RONDINS, RESPECTIVELY, TO THE SOTTOM,
LEFT, TOPe RIGHT SIDES, ON EiCH SIDE THE POINT8 RUN FROM 1 TO
EITHER IM_X OR jMAXe A_ _PPROPRI_TE,










THE JRRAY C CONTAIN8 THE FACTORS FROM THE FIR|T POINT TO TME





































































* qll I JACORIAN
* NO2 I ALPHA
* Nm3 t B_TA
, Nm_ I GAMMA
, Nm_ t SIGMA
* NB_ | TAU
* NmT I DXIDXI
* Nm8 l DXlDETA




T_E FACTORS CORREBRON_ TO TMF TNnEx _ AS FOLLL)*SI
*** CARD l IwRTIjI_RTE,IFOR_ - FORmAT(SIS]
IWRTI - I0 DONeT PRINT COORDINATE SYSTE M FRO_ _HICH
, FACTORS ARE CALCULATFD,
t )0 PRINT COnRDINATE SYSTEM,
t
* T_T2 - m0 _DNWT PRINT FACTOW$,
* >0 PRINT FACTORS.
e






READ C5,110] I_RTt,T_RTE,IFOR _
_RITE (_ISO) IWRT%,IWRTE,IFDRM
IF (IFORM.LT.I,OR.IFORM.GT.2) _RITE (6,%70}









IF (ITEBT.GT.NDIM) WRITE tbeL]O]
IF (JTEST,GT,NDIM1) wRITE (6_IQO)
IF (ITEST.GT,NDIM.OR.JTE8T,GT,NDIMt) STOP
IF (MAXOCIMAX,JMAX).GT,NDIMX) WRITE (b_160)



























































PWIK,T X A_r_ V FIELr)$
IF (I_RTI.EQ.O) GO T{} 10
CALL *_T* (X,I_aw,J_AX_I,2,_DI_}
*WITE F_CTOW$ T_ nISK






















































































120 FORMAT (*OFTELD I IMAX meuIUeSXe*J MAX meet_)
130 FORMAT (*O=-e.- ERROR m'--'*o|OW_*IwAX Ton LARGE. I_CREASE*o* _DI"
I AND FIRST OIMENBION nF XeY A_JD SECOhn DI_E_JSTON OFew* C .*}
|QO FORMAT (*O.--o- ERROR --.--*,IOX,*JMAX TO_ LARGE. INCREASE*ee N_I M
11 AND SECOND DI_[_BION OF XeY A_O THIRD*w* OIMENSTO_ OF C. ,)
ISO FORMAT {*OINPU] I Iw_TIu*wI2,SW,*IwRT_B*,I2,SX,*IFORMu*pI_)
|hO FORMAT (*O-o-w- _RROR --.--*w|OXe*MAXTMU_ OF IMAX AND JMAX MUSTew*
I NOT BE GREATER T_AN SECOND DIM_N$10N OF _B. TNC_FASE THIS*,* DIME
2NBION*/
_ ANO NDIMX IN DATA BTAT_M_NT**)






DIMENSION W(NDIM_I), Y(NDIM_I)o CF(IO._IW,NDIMI)_ C(tO,NDIMX_)
_IMENBION LBBID(1)_ LBI(1)_ LB_([), LBDY(1)_ LRBIO(I)_ LRt(1)o LR2
1(I), iIBID(t}, LIt(1)_ LIZ(I}_ LTYPE(1), L§EN(1)
DIMENSION FAC(IO}_ 81D[(_)
INTEGER FAC_SID[
DATA FAC /6HJACOBN_bNALPNk ,&MB_TA ,6MGAMMA ,6NSIGMA ,bMTAU
ItNX,Xl ebHX,ETA _6NY.XI _bHY,ETA /




C**_* BODY 8EGMENTB **_*
C






































Gn TO (2n,_,6n,Bo), IGOTO
C**w* BOTTOM

















































































































































nO ?o ImI3,T_ 370














GO TO 100 3_5
C**** WIGwT _86


















































C**** REENTRANT SEGMENTS ****
C







GO TO CllOwl)OillO_l?OelqOi210), IGOTO
C_*_ ONE ON BOTTOMp ONE 0_ TOP


























C**** BOTH 0N BOTTOM













































































































































































































































CALL PA_AI (WXIS,VXI$,I_,II.12,j,yETAA,YETAS,I,JE,I,JI,WXIETA. 606
IYXIFTA'IE'II'I*I2'II+I'I2'JI'I_'J2'W'Y'T"TI_I_) bO?

















_a5 DO _6 _ml,lO 6_
TF_ • C(_,I_I) * _(_,I,_) 626
C(N,I_I) m TEM 6_7
C(N.Io_) • TE_ 628
?_M I C(NmJMAX,_) ÷ Cf_.I_3) _q
C(N,I,]) m TE _ 6}1
TE _ • C(_IWAW,]) ÷ C(N*JMAXeU) 63E
C(N,IWIW_$) • T_M b33
C(_JM_X,_) • TE_ 63_
C(_.l,_) • TE_ b}6
_A CONTINUE 6_
I_ (I_RT_,EQ,O) GO Th 2QO 63R
wRITE (b,330) 6WO
nn E_O Jml,_ 6_1
_RITE (6,3_0] SIDE(J) _E
I_ (J,EO.1) IM_XWi • IM_X b_$
IF (JmEQ,)) I_aXWI s IMAX 6_
IFCJ.EQ.E) IMAXXI • JMkX 6_
IF(J.EQ._] l_axx! • JMaX 6W&
25h _RITE(b,IEO) FkC(N),(C(N,I,J).ImI_I_AWWI] b_8
GO TO 290 b_e
C 6S0
C**** FIELD **** 6§1
C 65_
_bO CONTINUE 6§)



























































$00 FORMkT (*0---- SCALE FACTORS ---=*)
_10 FORMAT (// * J m*_I)/)
$20 FORMAT (*O*mA_t/(SEt_,8))
$]0 FORMAT (// * BOUNOkRYm)











































G_ T0 {|0_20)e NOPT
10 IF _A,LT,AX) GO TO _n
GO TO 3h




























































































































































SAMPLE CASE INPUT: SINGLE-BODY FIELD
Input for Program FATCAT requires only one card and is described beginning
at line number 76 in FATCAT listing. For the sample case computed:
1 1 2
Disk file 1 needed as input is TAPE I0 saved from the TOMCAT program.
Sample Case Output: Single-Body Field
141
INPUT I ]M_TIm 1 ZxHT2m ] 1FO_Ma 2
lEST CaSE ° 80DY-_ITfE_ CO0_OI_ATE SYSTEM
@XN_LE UOOY I KA_Mk_-T_EFFTZ AIRFOILa _6 PUINT$
F|EL_ I X_kA • _7 JMAX • _0
Po'- @CALL F4CTOHS *-*-
J • 2.
JkCO_N
.I055021JL-OJ .2_[_|33TE-0_ .5797632_t-03 .lb_2259@E-02 .36@17J_1[-0_ 1557qS_87EsO_ 1@787_787[-02 .@q7OSbOqEeO_
.bI_OS$b7E-02 .uSllu_BeL-02 .25_0_57E-02 .g_BJb)SIE-O$ .@$_7$qOE-O} .13q337_2[-02 .307121@0[_02 ._TqlO_$1EmO_
.b0_7520E-U2 .b57_b@B,E-02 .@27@qTOTE.O_ .5|_qTJ22E-0_ .3_O_9_@OE-O_ .157$5155E_0_ .5_@|SqSOE-03 e_|qSBT_|eO]
.10507133E=0]
ALPMA
.t3_esl0eE-03 .270_Tq_oE-03 .59_J_O79E.05 .taaEi0aaE-02 .lqea557?E-g_ .R_BeEs_OE=O2 ._]@_o0oat=02 ,_b3975[_0_
.lqJ73959E*02 .2159_bB2E-O2 .2_269@bE-02 .217_qBbOE-02 .1908_055E-0_ .l_lgB2_2E.O_ .Sa77_735E.03 ._bq_q?87_-O$
BETk
.l_6qlq0_E*0_ ,bS]qOJlOE-O$ .2207_bqqE*03 ._86bT_0|E_0_ **_7830160[-05 -_805q_0_E-0@ _._5_q_OqL_O3 _m@_17_75_0$
GAMMA
.201_26_E-01 .1_12212_E*0! .75_qOl_lL°02 .2718530_E-0_ ._3_780[-02 ._ooqit_?E-O_ .9_$_880E.0_ .|51170q$[_0_
e_qBbq22@E'01 ._@_I_5_E-OI .203_6530E-01 .155@Ol_tE-Oi 0918_56@2[-0_ e33150531EeO_ .T@O@_qSeEeO$ ._17_5_$_Eu0$
,83_15@6bE-0_
$]G_a
-.[2965._OE-O_ ml_O73@?_E_O@ ._125@177E-05 .3_078_5bE-0_ .17|,ql_bE-O3 e@_,_$qq]E_O$ .@|q7B@bZ[*O$ .bbblbq_@[_O$
._Oq75@7@E-03 .27551002E-03 .@7$_llqSE-O_ .1_17002_E-0_ ._$[2qO_@E-05 ._b_b@_27E-O_ .127_bS08[_05 .31OS$@_@EeO$
._q$@_q0BE-03 mS@3@3IqTE-03 _52_q_q_E-O_ .352@_)1_E-0) .[_qT@TbOE-O3 ._95_35qSE-0@ ._97155_E-05 .l]5_lb_Tt_O@
o.lloa_bE*Oe
TAU
-.Jbq57JO@[-O@ -.92_V_7_E-O@ .75115305L-08 .@077qqqSE_07 -.9_585592E-07 ._@_@bJE-O@ .3@aBJETOE-Ob *m_OqS_41E-O@
-.@@JO_@qTE-OT -._OI_9_O_E-00 ._5@O_bbT[-OT .Sl$O_eqE-07 -.IO§2bbB@E-@@ -,9qoo7I_SE_O@ mbl$|q22_E-O@ -_3@6_17|0E_07
*m1275_@_2Eo07 -.75@7_0@E-0_ -._2_9_118E-07 .I@lOl9_qE_0b -.3707077@E-07 **958@_06@E-08 mlbl_k?@_[-07 ".|@|5_O@OEeO?
.$_$b_lSOE-O@
X.X!
-._@[@072_E$00 -._17b_b@q_*00 -.827_15SE-0! -.3qgllq.SE*01 .b@qObOOOE-O_ eS_lT_|ESEoO| .ql_$bbeOE-O| .l_|_OlqE$O@
.l@07_$1bL÷O0 .l_TeO_BE*OC .1_1082@1E*00 .I_$@_OOE÷O@ .9_@50_15E-01 ,5@0_675E-0| .238_|lbOk_O! mlO_$@_OEeO|
.37"bT_00E-02
X.ETk
.87qb_@5OLo02 ._@lJ_OE-02 -.27_20250E-0_ -.l/7587qOE-01 -.1@@@7$1OE-O! *.lb_b2qO[-O| -.|$@@790q[-01 _ml|B_@J?qEm@[
















































,_l_W£w_wE-O$ ,119eO705E-O2 ._55JI61?E-O_ o5707?OSbE-O_ .7Q_7OWOE-O_
,2_71bOgt-O_ ,bU7OBT31E-03 .175W760_E-O_ ,ll_|@qllE*O_ ,_§91591_E_0_
,o$721ea$E-OE .51700971E-O_ ,_BSIbOE=O_ ,II_7505E_OZ ,EUa_2IOIE=_3
.77q_Og_E-O_ ,_19bSq72L-O_ .577_175_E-0_ ._815_178E-0} .9_O_?_IE-O_
,2J120bObE-O_ ._bSOJ52E-U2 ._0512_5_E=0_ .lbSQ138qE-O_ o}8705]7_[_05
,lqlg3OO7E=O_ ,IeO75598L-uZ ._0977115E-0_ ,35_L370BE-O_ ,ZE7a2_ITE-O_
,I/_JgZ_E-UJ .gOSb_778L-_5 .3W=OSo_SE-O0 -,5011_OOEoOa "._970q58bE-O_
-,27795U_2E-O_ -,_15_SqOeE-O_ *._1159E=02 =,_7979_E*0_ -,l_8bTe_OE-O$
,I/2_BQW/E=03 ,E$53WeglE-02 ,IQ2QbsO@E-01 ,1800_371E-01 ,_qI_8_i-O!
,/o_llgObE-n_ ,lqObbObOE=O2 .5_O?}_eSE-O] e$$O1_TqSE=O_ _878_qOO_E=O_
,_UgU_5_gE=O_ ,[b_blb_OL-O! .q_78iSqE-O_ ,_O0@I$OE-O_ elbb_b78EeO_
-.5_750820E-0_ =.33730B_bE-Og -,3_7_08_0E-0_ -._37308@bE-OW -,357508_bE=0_
-.JJ7$O_OE-O_ -,337JOaEbE-Oa =,3$rJOsEbE-Oa -,337308_eE-Oa -,]$7$08@bE=Oe
,J_oS|_JE-O_ ,J_OJ|_bJE-O_ ,J_O_l_b3E.OW .3_0312b$i-O_ e3_O3t_b]E=O_
,J_OJt_bJ_-O4 ,_O_LLOJE-Qa .$_0312b$E-OW ,_O_12e_E-Oa ,_O$1_b_E-O_
-.12_iIOOOE-O[ -,_807_500E=01 -,lO0abeOOE_O0 -,15_7_050E_00 -,_5@17700E_00
-,_2_OO00E-_I -,_gw_oouoE-o! tTTO_OoOOE-O_ ,5_QLISOOE-01 .9159_500E_01
,l_Jg_750E_O0 ,t_SBbSOOE÷O0 ,q_BeqsOOE-Ot ,_50b3500E-Ot ,t@_l_500E-Ol
-,ogJelJtOE-O_ -,_qS_ia|OE-01 -,_b7750_OE-01 -,_1_$570E=01 -,IO0_=]t_E=01
-,_UOb$5Ol-O_ -,bSel_BOOE-OE -,71508qOOE-O_ -,8_150_50E-0_ -,qe_?q_g[-O_
",LbO_OOSOE-Ol -oIB77_BSE-01 ",_517955E=Ol -._b_lbS_OE-O_ _eS_tOq_OOE_O_
-._BTwSOOOE-O_ -,bs[gsoooE=O_ -,IU/_500E-01 -,1109q500_*01 -,9_$_OOOE=O_
,taS_J_UOE=Ot ,[877_50UL*01 ,_laBO500E-01 ,_ZWIIOOOL-OI ,t_B_$OOOEe01
".1551bbOOE-_i -,|ega_OOOE-Oi -,IBOg@5OOE-O| =,lOT_e_OO[*Ol *.el_q$OO_keO_
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NC 80 NC NC
NC 64 NC i00+
NC 1 NC NC NC
NC NC NC 2 NC
i00+ i00+ NC NC
I00+ i00+ NC NC
89 99 NC NC
i00+ i00+ NC NC
NC NC NC NC







NC -- 69 71
70 63 67 68
NC NC NC NC
NC NC NC NC
i00+ 87 84 86
NC NC NC NC
i00+ 91 84 82 86
i00+ i00 93 91 94
i00+ i00+ i00+ I00+ i00+
i00+ i00+ i00+ i00+ 99
Legend:
Notes:
Numbers given are the number of iterations required for convergence
to 0.0001.
NC indicates no tendency toward convergence in I00 iterations.
i00+ indicates a converging solution at i00 iterations.
IIGES = 1 gave convergence for the field shown in Figure 6.
2IGES = 4 (Guess 3 without division by total number of boundary
points) gave convergence for the field shown in Figure 7.
TABLE3


























































































































































































































ALN DLN IFAC EFAC
i000.0, i000.0 1.0, 1.0
i000.0, i000.0, i000.0 1.0, 1.0, 1.0
NOTE: Blanks indicate the basic value (Case i, see Table 3).
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TABLE5
Input Parameters for Basic Double-Body Field








LBSID i i i 3
LBI 1 75 29 1
LB2 19 93 65 93





























































Input Parameters Varied for Double-Body Field Used in Optimum
Acceleration Parameter Studies










LRI LR2 LII LI2
19 29 65 75
1 60 i 60
19 29 65 75
1 20 1 20
i 33 33 43 107 117
149 117 149 i 40 i 40
43 107
i 149






Case NLN ALN DLN IFAC EFAC
54 I0000.0 6 i0.0
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TABLE 8
Optimum Acceleration Parameters for Single-Body


































































































































































OptimumAcceleration Parameter: Numberof Iterations
(Average Variable Acceleration Parameter: Numberof Iterations)
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TABLE ii
Input Parameters for Coordinate System Control Demonstration of Figure 27
IMAX = 31, JMAX = 30, YINFIN = I0, AINFIN = 0.0
(a.) No Attraction
(b.) ETA Attraction: JLN = 20, ALN = I0.0, DLN = 1.0
(c.) ETA Attraction: IPT = i, JPT = 20, APT = i0.0, DPT = 1.0
IPT = 16, JPT = 20, APT = i0.0, DPT = 1.0
(d.) ETA Attraction: IPT = 5, JPT = 2, APT = i000.0, DPT = 1.0
IPT = 6, JPT = 2, APT = i000.0, DPT = i00.0
(e.) XI Attraction: JLN = 2, ALN = i00.0, DLN = 1.0
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Figure 5. Double-Body Segment Configuration #i
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Figure 14. Initial Guess Types - Single Body
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Figure 16. Initial Guess Types - Double-Body Segment Configuration #2
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Figure 18. Initial Guess Types - Double-Body Segment Configuration #4
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Examples of Coordinate System Control
CSee Table ii for control parameters.)
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Figure 28. Example of Attraction into Concave Region
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Figure 30. Coordinate Systems - Karman-Trefftz Airfoils, No Coordinate Line
Contraction
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| m : _ 2 sin' i .T ! _ 1_
Figure 35. Contracted Coordinate System - Multiple Airfoil
Coordinate line attraction to the first i0 lines around the airfoils
with amplitude i0,000 on the body. Decay factor of 1.0 for all except
last line, where 0.5 was used. 37 points on airfoils, 40 lines around
airfoil. Circular boundary of radius i0 fore body chords.
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Figure 40. Comparison of Experimental ,_nd Numerical
Pressure DistributLon - l,ieback Laminar
Airfoil
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Figure 42. Coordinate System - Double Cylinders, Coordinate Attraction to Cut
Intersections
Attraction to intersections of body contours with cut between at
amplitude i000 and decay factor 0.5. 31 points on each obdy. 40









Potential Flow Streamlines and











































Figure 47. Streamlines - G_ttingen 625 Airfoil, R = 2000, e = 5 °
218
Figure 48. Velocity Profiles, Gottingen 625 Airfoil, R = 2000, _ = 5 ° t = 1 83
t = 0.118 C, =0._15916
O
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Figure 49. Pressure Distribution - G_ttingen 625 Airfoil,
R = 2000, _ = 5 °, t = 0.118 and 3.33
220
Figure 50. Streamlines and Vorticity Contours - Rock, R = 500, t = 0.5
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Figure 52a. Pressure Distribution and Velocity Vectors - Double Airfoil,
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Figure 52b. Pressure Distribution and Velocity Vectors - Double Airfoil,
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Figure 52c. Pressure Distribution and Velocity Vectors - Double Airfoil,
R = i000, t = 3.02
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Fig. 53. Comparisonof Numerical and Analytic Solution for Deflection
Contours for a Simply-Supported Uniformly Loaded Plate.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATIVES AND VECTORS IN THE TRANSFORMED PLANE
This appendix contains a comprehensive set of relations in the trans-
formed [_,q] plane. A few relations involving x and y derivatives of the
coordinate functions _(x,y) and n(x,y) are also included. Since the intent
here is to provide a quick reference only, most of the algebraic development
is omitted. The following function definitions are applicable throughout this
appendix:
f(x,y,t) - a twice continuously differentiable scalar function of x, y,
and t.
F(x,y) = i Fl(X,y) + j F2(x,y) - a continuously differentiable vector-
valued function of x and y.
coordinate unit vectors.
J = x_y n - xny _
= xn2 + yn2
= x_x n + Y_Y_
y = x2 + y2
Dx = _x_ --2BXEn + yxnn
Dy = _y_ - 2By_ + YYnn
= (y_Dx - x_Dy)/J
= (xnDy - ynDx)/J




fx _ (_f) = (Yqf_ - Y_fq)/J
_x y,t
(A.1)
fy _ (_f) = xqf_)/J
_y x,t (x_fq - (A. 2)
_f = _f 1
ft -- (_-)x,y (_t)_,q - 7 (Yqf_
_x
- y_fq) (-_-)_, q
1 (x_fq (3_-_t)
- _ - xqf_) _, q (A.3)
._2f. = (yq2f_ + /j2fxx E (_x2)Y,t - 2ysyqfsq y_2fqn)
+ [(yq2y_ _ 2ysynysq + y 2yqq)(xqf_ _ x_fq)
+ (yq2x_ - 2y_yqx_q + y_2Xnq)(y_f n - yqf_)]/j3 (A.4)
(_2f) = - 2x_xqf_q + Ij2
fYY _y2 x,t (xB2f_ x_2fqq )
+ [(xq2y_ - 2x_xqy_q + x_2yqq)(Xnf _ - x_f )n
+ (xn2x_ - 2x_xqx_q + x_2xqq)(y_fq - yqf_)]/j3 (A.5)
fxy = [(x_yq + xqy_)f_q - x_y_fnq - xnyqf_]/J2
+ [xqyqx_ - (x_yq + xqyE)x_q + x_y_xqq](yqf_ - y_fq)/j3
+ [xqyqy$_ - (x_yq + xqy_)ysq + x_y_yqq](x_fq - xqf_)/J 3 (A.6)
A-3
Derivatives of _(x,y) and n(x,y)
_x = Yn/J (A.7)
_y -xn/J (A.8)
nx = -y_/J (A.9)
ny = x_/J (A. 10)
Cxx = (¢xYcn + nxYnn)/J - (_x2J¢ + CxnxJn) IJ (A.II)
Cyy - - (_yX + CyXcq)IJ - (¢ynyJ B + Sy2jE)/j (A.12)
_xy " (nyYnn + _yYcn )/J - (_xCyJ¢ + _xnxJn )IJ (A.13)
nxx = _ (¢xy¢¢ + nxYcn)IJ - (¢xnxJ_ + nx2Jn)/J (A. 14)
nyy = (nyXcq + CyX¢_)/J - (_ynyJ¢ + ny2j )/J (A.15)




V2f = (af_$ - 28f_n + yfnn)/J 2 + [(_x_ - 28x_B + yxqn)(ysf n - ynf_)
+ (_y¢$ _ 2BY_n + XYnn ) (Xnf $ _ X_fn )]/j3 (A.17)
or3
V2f = (af_ - 28f_n + Yfnn + °fn + Tf_ )/J2
(A.18)
Gradient:
Vf = [(y f_ - y_fn) _ + (xsf n - x f_)j]/J (A.19)
Divergence:
V • F = [yB(FI) _ - y_(Fl) _ + x_(F2) n - x (F2)_]/J (A.20)
Curl:
V x F = k[yn(F2) _ y_(F2) n n~ . - - x_(F I) + xn(Fl)_]/J (A.21)
Unit Tangent and Unlt Normal Vectors in the _,q Plane
A-5
In many appllcatlons components of vector valued functions
either normal or tangent to a line of constant _ or n are required.
Similarly, dlrectlonal derlvatlves in these dlrections are often
needed to evaluate boundary conditions. These quantities may be
obtained by trivial calculations if unit vectors tangent and normal
to the _ and q-llnes are available. These vectors are developed
below.
It is well known that the unit noKmal to the graph of f(_,y).
= constant is given by
Vf
n (f) = -
Associating the coordinate function q(x,y) with f(x,y), we have
Utilizing equation (A.19) this reduces to
= (-ycl+ xcj)ICv (A.22)
which is the unit vector normal to a llne of constant q. In a
similar manner the unit vector normal to a llne of constant _ is
given by
n(t)
= _ = (yqi - xqJ)//_ (A.23)
These vectors are illustrated as they appear in the physical plane
A-6









Figure A.I. Unit Tangent and Normal Vectors
The unit tangent vectors are then given by
t (D) = n (n) x k = (x$i + y_j)/_ (A.24)
t($). = n(_)~ x k. = - (xn ~i+ ynJ)/v_a. (A.25)
Vector Components Tangent and Normal to Lines of Constant _ and n
Fn (n) : n(n) " F : (-ysF 1 + x_F2)//Y'Y (A.26)
Ft (n) : t(n) " F~ = (x_F I + Y_F2)/V_y (A.27)
A-7
Fn(_) - n(_) • F = (YnFl - xnF2)/_ (A.28)
Ft ($) = t (_) • F = - (xnF 1 + YuF2)/_a (A.29)
Directional Derivatives
_--f = n (n) • Vf = .(Tfa - 8f_)/J_ __ (A.30)
_n(N) ~ -
af (n>
= .t • Vf = f¢l_Y (A.31)
_--_(n)
Bf <_)
B---_(_)"= n • V f = (sf_- 8fT])/J/_ (A.32)
_--f = t ($) • Vf = - f /4 (A.33)
_t(¢) - - n
Integral Transform
Scalar Function:
/ f(x,y)dxdy = / f(x(_,D) , y(_,_))IJId_dn
D D*
Vector Function:
Consider a vector integral in the physical plane of the form
I = / f(x,y) n(x,y) as
- S ~
where S is the closed cylindrical surface of unit depth whose
perimeter is specified by the contour F1 in the physical plane








Figure A.2. Integration Around Contour r I
If r = r(x,y) is the position vector describing rI, then
dS = (i.0) Idrl
which implies that (A.35) becomes
I - ¢ f(x,y) n(x,y) Idrl
rI
We now wish to transform (A.36) to the (_,n) plane.
(A.36)
Consider Idrl :
Idrl = _(dx) 2 + (dy) 2 = _(d_) 2 + Bd_dh + a(dn) 2
" /_'7d_ (A.37)
since rI transforms to rl*, a constant R-line (n = nl). Noting that
(nI)
n(x,y) = n









f([,n I) (x_J - y_i)d_
(A.38)
where _min and _max are the minimum and maximum values respectively of
on rl*. Note that all quantities in (A.38) are evaluated along
B = nI. If the vector n(x,y)~ is incorporated into the function f(x,y),
we can define the vector function f(x,y) as
f(x,y) _ f(x,y) n(x,y)
Equation (A.3_ now becomes
_x
I = f f(_,_l ) _y d_ (A.39)
&rain




Whencoordinate transformations are utilized as an aid in
solving a given partial differential equation, it is imperative
that the equation not change type under the transformation. Such
an invariance will now be demonstrated for the transformation
discussed in Section II. Consider the general, second order,
quasi-linear partial differential equation
A(x,y,f)fxx + B(x,y,f)fxy + C(x,y,f)fyy + E(x,y,f)f x
+ F(x,y,f)fy + G(x,y,f) = 0 (B.I)
where f = f(x,y) is a twice continuously differentiable scalar
function and A, B, C, E, F, and G are continuous functions. Recall
that the equation type is determined by the coefficient functions
A, B, and C as follows:
Elliptic if B 2 - 4AC < 0
Parabolic if B2 - 4AC = 0
Hyperbolic if B 2 - 4AC > 0
Utilizing equations (A.I), (A.2), (A.4) - (A.6), and (A. 7) -
(A.I_) of Appendix A, equation (B.I) transforms to
+ E*f_ + F*f + G* = 0 (B.2)A*f_ + B*fsn + C*fnn n
B-1
B-2
where: A* E A_x2 + B_x_y + C_y2
B* E 2A_xnx + B(_xny + Synx) + 2C_yny
C* E A_x2 + Bnxny+ Cny2
E* _ A_xx + B_xy + C_yy + E_x + F_y
F* _ Anxx + Bnxy + Cnyy+ E_x + Fqy
F* -F
Now, consider (B*) 2 - 4A'C*:
(B*) 2 - 4A'C* = [2A_xn x + B(_xny + nx_y) + 2C_yny] 2
- 4(A_x2 + B_x_y + C_y2)(Anx2 + Bnxny + Cny 2)
= (B 2 - 4AC)(_xny - _y_x )2
= (B2 - 4AC)/J 2
Since j2 > O, B 2 - 4AC and (B*) 2 - 4A'C* are either both positive,
both negative, or both zero. This implies that (B.I) and (B.2)
have the same type.
APPENDIXC
PRESERVATION OF INTEGRAL CONSERVATION RELATIONS
IN THE TRANSFORMED PLANE
It is now shown that the divergence property is not lost in
the transformed plane. Let F(x,y) be a vector valued function
defined on the physical plane (Region D in Figure I) whose component
functions, Fl(X,y) and F2(x,y), are continuously differentiable
on D. Let S(x,y) be a continuously differentiable function on D
and suppose F(x,y) and S(x,y) are related by the partial differential
equation
v • F = S (C.I)
Integrating (C.I) over an area RCD,.we obtain
f [(FI) + (F2) ]dxdy = f Sdxdy
R x y R
Application of Green's Theorem to the integral on the left yields the
conservation relation
(FldY - F2dx) = f Sdxdy (C.2)
C R
where C is the boundary curve of Region R taken in the proper
direction. In a physical sense the line integral represents a
flux through the boundary of R, and the integral over R a source
within R.
Now, in the transformed plane (C.I) becomes
C-I
C-2
!j {[yn(Fl)_ _ y_(Fl)n ] + [x_(F2)n - x (F2)_] } = S (C.3)
But also note
(YnFl - x F2) _ + (x_F 2 - Y_FI) n = [yn(Fl)_ - y_(Fl)n]
+ [x_(F2) _ - xn(F2)_] + [Y_nFI - x_nF 2]
+ [x_nF 2 - y_nFl]
which, since the last two terms cancel, implies that (C.3) becomes:
(YnFl - xnF2) _ + (x_F 2 - Y_Fl) n = SJ
Integrating over the area R* in the transformed plane and applying
Green's Theorem as before yields the relation
[(y F1 - xnF2)dn - (x_F 2 - Y_Fl)d_] = f SJd_dn
C* R*
(c.4)
where C* is the boundary curve of R* (R* and C* are the images
of R and C respectively). To see that (C.4) expresses the
conservation relation in the transformed plane parallel to that
expressed by (C.2) in the physical plane, consider calculating
the components of F normal to lines of constant _ and n. Utilizing
equations (A.26) and (A.2_) we have
n (n) _ Y_Fl)/C_y• ~ = (x_F 2
F • n(_) = (y F1 - xnF2)//_-_
C-3
Let r be the position vector describing the points along the curve
C*. Then, utilizing conventional techniques,
Idrl = /y(d_)2 + Bd_dq + _d_)2
Along a line of constant q we have
Idrlr _ = _ de
and along a llne of constant
Idrl_ = _ dn
Thus, the flux across a llne of constant q is
F • n(q)~ Idrlq~ = (x_F 2 - Y_Fl)d _
and across a llne of constant _ becomes
• _(C) Id_l_ = (YqFl - x F2)dq
These are the relations appearing in the flux terms of (C.4).
The flux terms thus have an exact analog to those appearing in
(C.2). Hence, the conservative relation (C.4) in the transformed
plane expresses conservation in the physical plane over the non-
square area formed by intersection of the curvlllnear _ and n
coordinate lines in a manner which is precisely equivalent to
the conservation expressed by (C.2) over the square area formed




This appendix contains a compilation of the second order finite
difference expressions used to approximate partial derivatives in the
transformed plane. Computational molecules for the derivative approximations
appear to the right of each expression given. Combineddifference forms
for the transformation parameters _, B, _, J, o, and T are also included
here. Since the field step size is immaterial in the (_,q) plane, it
is taken as unity for all approximations and does not appear explicitly.
The following definitions are used throughout this appendix:
f=f(_,q) - a twice continuously differentiable function of _ and
n.
x---x(_,q) - coordinate transformation function defined by Equation
(13).
y=y(_,q) - coordinate transformation function defined by Equation
(13).
a, 8, Y, J, c, and _ - transformation parameters defined
in Appendix A.
In addition the following notational convention is utilized to indicate
the position at which functions and derivatives are evaluated in the
discrete ($,q) plane:











(f_)i,j fi+l,j - fi-l,J





(f'n)i,J - fl,J+l - fl,J-i
(D.2b)
First derlvatlve, forward differences:
(f_)i,j = (-fi+2,j + 4fi+l,j - 3fi,j)/2
(fn)i,J -".(-fi,j+2 + 4fi,j+l - 3fi,j)/2
Second derivative, central differences:
(f_$)i,J = fi+l,J - 2fi,J + fi-l,j -













fi+l,J+l - fi+l,j-I + fi-l, J-i
- fi-l,j+l (D. 7b)
Transformation Parameters
ui, j = a' j/4i, (D. 8a)
where
=_,j - (x')2 _ + (y_)2n 1,3 i,J (D. 8b)
!
Bi, j = Bi,j/4 (D. 9a)
where
(D.9b)
Yi,J = YI,j/4 (D.10a)
where




Ji,j- (x_)i,j(Y_)i,j- (x_)i,j(y_)i, j (D. llb)
!
ai, j --" oi,j/2 (D.12a)
where
O' - [(Y_)i,j(Dx' - (x_) i (Dy') ]/J_,ji,J )i,.J ,J i,j (D.12b)
D-4
= ' /2 (D.iBa)
where
T_,j E [(x')i _(Dy') - ') (Dx') ] 'n ,J i,j (Yn i,j i,j /Ji,j (D.13b)
and where
(Dx')i, j - 2B_,j (x_11)i,j
!
+ Y_,j (xnn)i,j (D.14a)
m' (y_) ' - 2B_ (y_q) + ' ' (D.14b)(DY')i,j i,J i,J ,j ' i,j Yi,j(Yqq)i,j
APPENDIXE
CONTOURPLOTS
This appendix presents a detailed discussion of the methods used
to determine contour plots of a function defined in the ¢,n plane.
The numerical procedures which are used to transform the contour to a
physical plane representation are also covered.
Determination of Contours in the _n Plane
Let _ = _(_,n) be a function defined in the region D* (Figure i)
possessing continuous second derivatives. Since D* is closed and
bounded, let m(_) _ min {_(_,_) i [_,n]e D*} and M(_) E max {_(_,n) I
[_,n]E D*}. If _ is a number such that m(_) ! _ !M(_), then we define
the _-contour of #(_,n), CT(_), as the set
CT(_) = {[_,n] [ [_,n]E D--*and _($,n) = _}
Graphically, CT(_) is the curve created by the intersection of the graph
of _(_,_) and the plane _(_,n) = _. For plotting convenience the curve
is usually projected onto the (_,n) plane. These ideas are illustrated
in Figure E.I. The contour, CT(¢), is also often referred to as the
level set of _(_,n) through _ .
Now suppose that _(_,n) is known only in a discrete fashion. That
is, let the net function _i,J E _(_i'nJ ) be known on the discrete set





Figure E.l. Contour - _ of _(_,n)
(The fact that _i,j may only be an approximation to #($ ,n ) is im-
material to the current discussion). If similar defintions for m(_)
and M(_) are made for _i,j on the set D**, then the _-contour of #i,j'
denoted CT(_) again, can be defined as
CT(_) = {[_k, nkl I 05_ _--k< IMAX-I; O< _--k<--JMAX-1;
#(_k,nk) = _; k=l,2,...,N; N _ 2}
The bars over 6k,nk, and _ are to indicate that [_k,nk] may not be an
element of D** and that _ is not necessarily one of the values of the
net function _i,J" This is readily apparent from the discrete analog
[o Figure E.I given in Figure E.2.
E-3
3
Figure E.2. Contour of _(_i,_j)
Numerically, the import of the above discussion is that interpo-
lation between the points of the discrete set D** is required to deter-
mine CT(#). Consider a portion of grid D--**as shownin Figure E.3a
where i < Ii < 12 < IMAXand i < Jl < J2 < JMAX. Each grid block is
labeled by the (i,J) coordinates of the lower left hand corner of the
the block. Block (m,n) is shownon a larger scale in Figure E.3b.
In order to improve the plotted resolution consider subdividing
each block into four triangles, as shown. The value of _ at (m+ ½,
n + ½) is taken as the four point average
_m+ ½,n + ½ = (_m,n + _m+l,n + _m,n+l + _m+l,n+l )/4










l=Ii i=12 (m,n) _m,n (m+l,n)
b)
Sample Grid in Set D
in Figure E.3b. In order to standardize the interpolation procedures,
a local (_,p) coordinate system is also placed on each of the sub-


















a) b) c) d)
Figure E.4. Local Coordinate Systems for Triangles
Interpolation is carried out on each of the four triangles for each grid
block in the segment (Ii ! i ! 12, Jl ! J ! J2) of the set D--** specified.
In particular interpolation is performed along each of the three sides
of each of the triangles if the contour value, _, lies between the values
at the ends of the sides. Let d' be the directed distance from a given
E-5
triangle vertex to the point on the triangle side where the contour
intersects that side (denoted bye). This distance is illustrated in
Figure E.3b for triangle Oand is defined in an analagous manner for
the other triangles. If _i is the value of $i,J at a particular triangle
vertex and _2 the value of $i,j at the other end of the side, then d'
may be expressed as
d' = (side length)(# - _i)/(_ 2 - _i )
For example, along side 1-2 of triangle_), d' is given by
di_ 2 = (I.0)(_- Cm+l,n)/(¢m,n- ¢m+l,n )
Noting that the sides of the triangle have lengths 1.0, 1.0//2, and






where d _ (# - _i)/(# 2 - _i ) and where £=1,2,3, or 4 denotes the triangle
number.
Once the contour intersections have been determined in the local
triangle coordinates, (_£,p£), they must be transformed to the grid
block coordinates (_m,n,nm,n). This is done in the conventional fashion
using orthogonal rotation matrices. If [_£,p,p£,p] are the coordinates






[I r1A1 _- 1 0 A2 0 10 1 -- l-I 0
L
[-'o:I o-'IA3 -- ' =1
-- - -- L1 o
Note that up to three contour intersections can occur for each triangle
(i.e., one on each side). Finally, the point [(_m,n)£,p, (Dm,n)£,p]
is transformed to (_,n) coordinates by a simple linear transformation
producing an element [_'k' q--k] of the set CT(_ ).
Transformation to the Physical Plane
Since contours in the (_,n) plane are of little interest, CT(@ )
must be transformed to the physical plane. This is made possible
through the use of the coordinate transformation functions x(_i,qj )
and y(_i,qj). Again interpolation is required since almost all elements
of CT(@ ) are not elements of D** on which the discrete functions x(_i,qj )
and y(_i,nj) are defined. As illustrated in Figure E.5 this implies
a double linear interpolation must be performed. If [_k' n'-k]denotes
an element of CT(@), the first step is to locate the _ and n values
bracketing Ck and nk. Denoting these by _i' Ci+l and qj, _j+l as shown
in the figure, the values of xk and Yk are calculated as follows
'='(q'k - nj)(Xj+ 1 - Xj)/0]j+ 1 _ nj) + Xj
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where
Xj = (_k - _i)(Xf+l,J - xl,j)/(_i+l - _i ) + xl,J
Xj+l = (_k - _i)(Xi+l,j+l - xi,j+l)/(_i+l - _i ) + xi,j+l
for all k=l,2,...,N. Similar expressions are used to calculate Yk"
Figure E.5. Interpolation for x and y
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